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ELENA MOON, a senior majoring in studio art, captured a 
Watson Foundation Fellowship of $16,000. Moon will travel 
In August to Australia to study the art of the Aborigines. 
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Dean announces changes 
in School of Business 
Elena Moon, a senior, has been 
awarded a $16,000 fellowship from 
the Watson Foundation in order to 
study and travel abroad. Moon will 
be studying Aborigines in Australia 
during the upcoming year. She will 
begin her adventure in August. 
Moon is one of 60 graduating se-
niors from 43 small U.S. liberal arts 
colleges given the award for a year 
of traveling of their own devising. 
The year is a time in which to ex-
plore a particular interest without 
attachment to an educational insti-
tution. 
"I love ancient 
cultures and 
Australia seemed 
like a great place 
to find tribes that 
are still of the 
'hunter-gatherer' 
type." 
"We interviewed students at small 
liberal arts colleges noted for their 
quality and commitment to an un-
dergraduate education," said James 
Lehman, executive director of the 
Thomas J. Watson Foundation, who 
personally interviewed each of the 
172 candidates. 
The University was invited to join 
the exclusive company of the 
country's top liberal arts colleges 
anduniversities last year. According 
to President Susan Resneck Pierce, 
recognition of Moon is "one more 
sign of thecommitment and dedica-
tion our students put forth to achieve 
a quality liberal arts experience." 
"I think my project fits what the 
Watson embraces," Moon said. " I 
was able to show that my idea was 
not thought out at the last minute, 
but is something that has interested 
me since childhood." 
Ever since she was young Moon 
has had a passion for American In-
dians. 
"I love ancient cultures and Aus-
tralia seemed like a great place to 
find tribes that are still of the 'hunter-
gatherer' type," Moon said. By liv-
ing among the culture, Moon said 
she hopes to see how art and creativ-
ity are tied into their daily lives. 
"I want to see how they survive 
off the land, their general mythol-
ogy and the way of life," she said. 
To do this, Moon will be using 
resources at various Aborigine orga-
nizations and institutions, including 
the Aboriginal Institute in Canberra, 
the leading facility of its kind. 
"It would be silly for me to just 
throw myself into the middle of the 
Outback and hope someone takes me 
in," Moon said. "I will be dealing 
with museums and anthropologists, 
making connections." 
Moon was one of four seniors to 
be nominated for the fellowship. The 
four students were chosen by a lo-
cal committee, composed of former 
Watson Fellows and led by Michael 
Veseth, professor of economics. 
"Elena Moon epitomizes the spirit 
of the Watson Fellowship," Veseth 
said. "In her application essay, Elena 
wrote, 'I track deer, belong to a so-
rority, study both science and art; fly-
fish, travel in Europe and East Asia 
and walk barefoot on campus on wet 
October days ... ! am not easily ste-
reotyped nor do! wish to be ... 1 pur-
sue experiences that give me fleet-
ing glances at understanding what it  
is to be human. 'Elena's Watson year 
will provide her with a unique op-
portunity to explore what it is to be 
human and, perhaps especially, what 
it is to be Elena Moon." 
He also added, "The University of 
Puget Sound is the sort of place 
where people like Elena can thrive. 
I am pleased that the Watson Foun-
dation recognizes the special quali-
ties that both Elena and Puget Sound 
bring to the world of human experi-
ence." 
Moon is currently a studio art 
major, with a minor in French. She 
studied abroad on the Dijon, France 
program, is involved in the Environ-
mental Club, and the Outhaus. Moon 
is also the Graphics Editor for the 
Trail. 
Now in its 27th year, the Thomas 
J. Watson Foundation Fellowship 
Program has given out more than 
1,850 fellowships. The foundation is 
a charitable trust founded in 1961 by 
Jeannette K. Watson to honor her late 
Husband, Thomas J. Watson, Sr., the 
founder of IBM. 
- Compiled with help from the 
Puget Sound News Service 
BY STEVEN MOORE 
Staff Writer 
Bob Waldo, Dean of the School 
of Business and Public Administra-
tion, met with students and faculty 
on March 7 to dispel rumors circu-
lating about proposed changes to the 
BPA. 
"The main thing is that there are 
no plans to change the status of the 
School of Business and Public Ad-
ministration," Waldo said. "The 
school of business and public admin- 
"The University feels 
it has an ethical 
responsibility to 
offer programs 
that students 
signed up for." 
—Bob Waldo 
istration is not going away. It may 
change its name, but that's the only 
thing." 
According to Waldo, the Trustees 
had at one time considered chang-
ing the University of Puget Sound 
to the College of Puget Sound. In 
this case, "it would not be appropri-
ate to have professional schools 
within a College," Waldo said. Ac-
cording to Waldo, if the Trustee's did 
decide to change the University to a 
College, "all Professional schools 
within the University could expect 
to become departments." 
According to Waldo, "Pierce was 
very clear that this is not the route 
that the school was going." The 
trustees would not be changing the 
University to a college and the Pro-
fessional schools would not become 
departments. The real changes com-
ing in the near future would involve 
the curriculum of the Business 
School and not its status as a school 
or department. 
Last year, The Mellon Foundation 
provided $250, 000 dollars to the 
president to support the development 
of the new curriculum. A good por-
tion of that money is for additional 
faculty ,  to teach the diminishing 
number of students in the old pro-
gram as the School builds the new 
program without hampering the edu-
cation students receive under the old 
program. According to Waldo, this 
action is evidence that "the Univer-
sity feels it has an ethical responsi-
bility to offer programs that students 
signed up for." 
The new curriculum will ensure 
that UPS is meeting the needs of pro-
spective employers. According to 
Waldo, most of this change is being 
advocated by the Board of Visitors,  
which is composed of business ex- 
ecutives and public sector leaders 
that report directly to the president. 
"They [the Board of Visitors] are 
very influential in the proposed cur-
riculum redesign," Waldo said. 
Changes will include the addition of 
two new majors: International Man-
agement and Organizational 
Mangagement. Entreprenuership 
and Technology Management are 
two other degrees that may be added 
under the new curriculum. 
The new curriculum changes also 
include the deletion of the Account-
ing degree, which, according to 
Waldo was an "administrative deci-
sion from above," and that "im-
properprocedures were followed [by 
the administration]." 
"It was wrong of them [the Ad-
ministration] to make decisions 
about the program without consult-
ing the students first," Senior Ac-
counting Major Scott Henderson 
said . According to Henderson, he 
"Big Six" accounting firms reduced 
their recruiting on campus this sea-
son because of rumored changes in 
the school. 
Henderson also expressed con-
cern that non-tenured Professors 
would be fired due to the changes in 
the School of Business. Waldo said 
"You can never predict the outcome 
of tenure decisions and I don't think 
we will see a lot of turnover in fac-
ulty positions." Waldo added that 
"they [non-tenured professors] were 
hired into a non-tenured track so that 
the Dean would have flexibility nec-
essary to shape the faculty to match 
the needs of the school." 
According to Henderson, "profes-
sors in non: tenured tracks were told 
to look for another job." 
Waldo, however, said, "That [al-
legation] is not true, they were not 
told that. We told them that we will 
need them next year, and that we 
can't see at this point beyond that." 
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BLUE JEANS DAY, an annual event hosted by Understanding Sexuality, was held 
March 7. Students were asked to wear blue jeans in support of gay, lesbin, bisexual 
and transgender rights. Here, Regan Lane (left) and Kate Newman, Understanding 
Sexuality members, ran the booth the group put together in the SUB. See related story 
on page 14. 
University prepares for the 'big one 5 
BY VERA DIVENYI 
Staff Writer 
The University has prepared an 
Earthquake Response Plan that the 
school will follow in the case of a 
devastating earthquake, and is cur-
rently informing University mem-
bers of what it entails. 
"The University is reviewing and 
redistributing the plans to depart-
ments," said John Hickey, director 
of Business Services. According to 
Jon Robins, manager of Custodial 
and Ground Services, the plan can-
not work effectively unless every-
one knows what part they must play. 
Robins said that the major rob-
lem with the plan is the rest of the 
University's lack of knowledge. The 
plan was distributed to all depart-
ment heads, and many have not had 
time to study them. 
"Many staff members put it off 
because they think that they are too 
busy, but it's going to happen," Rob-
ins said. "Not everyone is convinced 
that this area is going to have an 
earthquake, but according to local 
experts, the question is not whether 
or not it will happen, but rather 
when." 
Professor Julie Neff-Lippman, 
director of the Center for Writing and 
Learning, takes a strong stand in 
earthquake preparedness because 
she also lives in the Los Angeles 
area. She has read the plan and also 
attends administrative response 
meetings. The plan states that each 
department has specific duties, but 
fails to mention what the duties are. 
"I don't know what my duties 
are," Neff-Lippman said. "I know 
that I am supposed to get everyone 
out of the Center, but that is all I 
know." 
Professor Florence Sandler, chair 
of the English Department, said "the 
only duty! have is to make sure that 
I am not dead, and then get every-
one in the English Department to the 
Fieldhouse." When asked is she has 
studied the Response Plan, she said 
no. The plan states that key depart-
ments need to know quick response 
and go to the Fieldhouse. 
The staff members have the op-
portunity to become better ac-
quainted with the plan, but many stu-
dents, especially upper-classmen, do 
not even know that a plan exists. 
"This school has a plan?" students 
Brian Bensen and Jill Hutchins 
asked. 
Next Fall, the University wants to 
inform all people living in campus 
housing about the plan and what they 
must do in case of an earthquake. 
According to Robins, not only are 
people unaware of the plan, many 
"The only duty I 
have is to make sure 
that I am not dead, 
and then get 
everyone in the 
English Department 
to the Fieldhouse." 
—Florence 
Sandier 
people do not believe that a large 
earthquake could hit this area. Be-
cause of the recent 5.0 earthquake, 
however, there has been renewed 
interest in earthquake preparedness 
and the University's Response Plan. 
Prior to the last earthquake, Rob-
ert Bosanko, director of the Physi-
cal Plant Department, urged the ad- 
Due to an editorial oversight, 
Bill Lyne was misidentified as an 
associate professor in the English 
Department in the article "Lyne 
share reasons for resignation" on 
March 2, 1995. Lyne should have 
been named an assistant professor. 
In last week's article "PT/OT 
school extends services to under-
graduate community," the reporter  
ministration to create such a plan for 
the entire school. According to the 
written Earthquake Response Plan, 
the plan's "primary purpose is to 
protect and save human lives 
through effective use of University 
and community resources." 
"UPS went from zip in 1992, to a 
secure and well prepared plan in 
1993," Robins said. 
"The University is prepared for an 
earthquake," Hickey said. The plan 
was put together with help from 
Pierce County Disaster Officials and 
California Universities. 
The plan provides every depart-
ment on campus with a different 
duty in the case of a disaster. All stu-
dents on campus are to be lead to 
the Fieldhouse where there will be a 
first-aid station, food, water and 
other supplies. In the case of any 
buildings collapsing, the Plant De-
partment is trained to dig people out 
and to administer first-aid. 
The plan was designed assuming 
that the earthquake could hit during 
school hours. 
"If this were to occur, it could put 
as many as 3500 people [in the 
Fieldhouse]," Robins said. 
According to Robins, 3500 people 
is the most people that could end up 
misstated the number of incoming 
students indicating OT/PT as their 
potential major. According to 
George Mills, dean of admission, 
the correct number is approxi-
mately 8.1 percent and not the 50 
percent reported in the article. In 
this year's freshmen class, 1.8 per-
cent of the students specificied 01 
as their intended major and 6.3 
percent specified PT. 
on campus at once, this includes fac - 
ulty, staff and students. The plan will 
allow UPS to function without the 
aid of outside help for 72 hours. 
"During the Fieldhouse renova-
tion two summers ago, the Univer-
sity took added measures to make 
sure that the building could meet 
current new building requirements 
to withstand a 7.5 earthquake, and 
there is no guarantee that it will," 
Hickey said. "Although the tennis 
pavilion does not look that strong, it 
is one of the most structurally sound 
buildings on campus," Hickey said. 
The SUB has enough food on site 
stored in an undisclosed area to feed 
all 3500 people for 72 hours (which 
is the estimated time the University 
could be without help from any out-
side disaster aid). 
The University also has bottled 
water for the staff members involved 
in the emergency relief. 
"if the Plant Department workers 
don't have enough water, how are 
they expected help aid others?" Rob-
ins said. 
The school has a deep well located 
under McIntyre and an emergency 
generator to pump the water. The 
water was last tested three years ago, 
and while the water will have to be-
boiledbeforeusedfordrinking, it is, 
according to Robins, "high quality 
water." Although the well water 
could provide nc'igh w.er for ev-
eryone on campus, it is no guaran-
tee. 
"We don't know what effect the 
earthquake will have. The well is 
quite deep," Robins said. "if there 
was any plain slippage [during the 
earthquake] the pipes cold be bent. 
The well does not guarantee water, 
but it puts us in a better situation than 
we could be in without the well." 
The school also has hot water 
tanks in every building in case the 
well is unreachable. 
CORRECTION S__ 
n
., 
 campus. 
March 8 through March 20, 1995 
March 8, 8:00 a.m. 
A staff member reported the theft of an external hard drive valued at 
$1300 from a computer lab in Thompson Hall. 
March 9, 12:00p.m. 
A visitor to the University reported his vehicle was broken into while 
it was parked near north 18th and Lawrence Streets. The suspect entered 
the vehicle by prying open a door. The stereo, approximately 60 CDs, 
and miscellaneous camping equipment were taken from the vehicle. 
March 9, 6:00 p.m. 
A student reported the lock on his locker in Warner gym was pried 
open. Several personal items of value were taken from the locker. 
March 10, 5:24p.m. 
A student reported the stereo was stolen from his vehicle as he was 
loading itto leave for spring break. He left his vehicle unlocked while he 
returned to his residence momentarily. When he returned to the vehicle, 
he noticed his stereo was gone. 
March 15, 6:10p.m. 
A student reported to Security that several unfinished pieces of her 
pottery were taken from the drying room in the ceramics building. 
March 17, 4:11p.m. 
A visitor reported the stereo was stolen from her vehicle while it was 
parked near Todd Hall. She reported she forgot to lock her vehicle. 
March 18, 2:10p.m. 
Several students interrupted a non-student suspect who apparently had 
broken into a vehicle near Todd Hall. The suspect was detained and later 
arrested by Tacoma Police. The suspect may have been involved in 
earlier reported thefts from vehicles. 
Crime prevention tip of the week: 
Please do not leave valuables in your vehicle. Thefts from vehicles 
historically increase in the spring. Report suspicious activity to 
Security immediately by calling x33 11 
—Submitted by Todd A. Badham, director of Security 
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Last yeav 
convicts and shut-ins 
made "Duckman" 
their#1 show. 
This yeai 
find out why. 
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The Economics Department will host a gathering of econ alumni and any interested students on Fnday, March 
24, at 3:00 p.m. in SUB 201. Discussion topics may include tipe on graduate school and other professional 
fu schools. 
	
") 	 Street 0' Dreams invites students to tour the campus houses on March24 from 3:00 to 6:00 p.m. Mapo and 
information will be at the SUB. 
The Women's League Flea Market will be held Saturday, March25 from 10:00 am. to 5:00 p.m. in the 
	
j 	 Fleidhouse. 
Casino Nighrs Pirates Adventures" is coming March 25. All profits of the $5 admission charge go to Access to 
College Initiative. 
	
ICA 	 "All Customers are not Created Equal: the Impact of Cultural Diversity on Advertising" is the titie of the 
presentation by Larry Sachnowitz to be held Monday, March27 at 4:00 p.m. in Mc 003. He will address how 
the advertising industry has responded to the recent national interest in cultural diversity and whether or not 
advertising "strategies" directed at diverse audiences are doomed to failure. 
Byllye Avery, president of the National Black Women's Health Project will speak on "Violence as a Health 
O Issue" on Monday, March27 at 8:00 p.m. in the Rotunda. The Economics Department will host a dessert for students considering a degree in economics on Tuesday, 
	
PLO 	 March 28 at 6:30 p.m. in SUB 201. Students will be able to meet the Economics faculty, discuss its academic 
program, and learn about the opportunities open to economists. 
Understanding Sexuality will host a discussion of bisexuality titied "But Mom, I love gids and boys!" on 
Tuesday, March28 at 7:00 p.m. in SUB 202. 
"Casino Capitalism" is the topic of the next Political Economy Roundtable on Wednesday, March29 at 4:00 
	
C 	 p.m. in Mc 009. Everyone is invited to this discussion of recent international financial follies—the peso panic, the dollar drop, and the Barings crisis. Refreshments will be served. 
Officials declare outbreak 
over 
The measles outbreak that hit 
Western Washington University and 
put several UPS students at risk, is 
over, officials at Western Washing-
ton declared. According to The West -
ern Front, the Western student news-
paper, the outbreak was declared 
over March 6, 1995. No new cases 
were reported for two weeks before 
the outbreak was said to be over. 
Western immunized approximately 
9, 829 students during the outbreak 
period. 
Computer Science seeks 
new professor 
The Math/Computer Science De-
partment is seeking a new professor 
to fill a tenure track position avail-
able due to the resignation of Jor-
dan Brower. According to John 
Riegsecker, chair of the department, 
there are three candidates that are 
currently under consideration for the 
position, which is to focus on Oper-
ating Systems. The three candidates 
have met with students for informal 
discussions. Although these discus- 
sions are not entirely new events, 
this is the first time that they have 
been a "gular occurrence. 
"It's a good thing to have candi-
dates meet with students," 
Riegsecker said. 
In addition to these discussions, 
the candidates have also presented 
lectures that "junior and senior com-
puter science majors cOuld get value 
from," Riegsecker said. 
Riegsecker said that the decision 
should be made sometime this 
Spring, "as soon as we find a quali-
fied candidate that says yes." 
Committee solicits 
suggestions 
The Commencement Speaker 
Committee is currently seeking sug-
gestions for a possible 1996 Com-
mencement Speaker for next year's 
graduation. Students may submit 
any ideas for the May 1996 event to 
Alan Smith, assistant to the Presi-
dent, in Jones 109 or through email 
at asmith@ups.edu . Suggestions 
must, however, be submitted to 
Smith by March31, 1995. 
—Compiled by Tony Cesario 
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Dump the Oscars! Or, all of my bang-ups revealed... 	 Once Were Warriors 
Starring Rena Own and Temuera Morrison 
Directed by Lee Tamahorl 
BYJENNIFER WONG 
layout Editor 
Years ago Iprornised Sara I would 
write a bunch of stuff on the Oscars, 
and like the hyper-prepared being 
she always is, she made a note in 
whatever files she had on the sub-
ject of the March A&E section. 
When, after seeing the nomination 
listings, I informed Sara that—for 
reasons of conscience—I could not 
do the center spread that I had origi-
nally planned, she began to give off 
little Sara-hints that I should find 
something to fill that space. 
The reason that I do not want to 
write an article on the Oscars is that 
it forces me to confront a few alarm-
ing things about myself: my addic-
tion to movies, which is really worse 
than even my closest friends suspect; 
my little problem with taking mov-
ies too seriously, which I try not to 
do; and my feelings about America's 
role in the international art scene. 
Every year when the Oscar nomi-
nations come out, I am usually so 
enraged that a friend or immediate 
family member has to wrench the 
newspaper from my hands. "Who 
cares what these morons think?" 
they tell me. "It's just the Oscars. 
No one really takes them seri-
ously." 
Until last year, I was will- 
ing to accept that reasoning. 
However, my junior year 
study abroad experience in 
Edinburgh put the whole 
situation in a different 
light. 
For those who do 
not know British ge- 
ography, Edinburgh 
is the capital of Scot- 
land. Scotland is to the north 
	
4 
of England. Northern Ireland is 
to the southwest of Scot- 
land. Add Wales to 
the list, and you 
have a common- 
wealth of people who 
detest Americans more 
than you would have 
thought possible. 
For Britons, the idiocy of 
Americans is such common 
knowledge that few have any 
hesitation in making a state-
ment like "America has no his-
tory or culture" iight to an 
American's face. The newspapers 
cover the depravity of Americans 
with enthusiasm, taking especiall 
'te of Bill Clinton's mishaps and 
any violent crime statistics they can 
get their hands on. For many Brit-
ons, America is Florida, California, 
New York and Disney World; 
"Americans" are, collectively, a 250-
million-body mass of apathy and 
drooling stupidity, wearing a cow-
boy hat, carrying a large gun (and 
using it at random), reciting Wayne's 
World quips, drinking a weak beer 
and paying for it with a wallet stuffed 
with $100 bills. America is a con-
venient, universal point of compari-
son; in the student newspaper that I 
worked on briefly, I noticed that 
there was a reference to America on 
nearly every page, usually in the 
context of "moron"or "idiot." 
This may sound like tremendous 
r; r- I .  I 	 w 	 ourn Mo'S... 	 GONE 
exaggeration. Well, try living in a 
hail with thirty English students, ten 
Scottish students, and twenty over-
seas students. Try attending class 
with English students. The comment 
about Americans having no history 
or culture was made to an American 
friend of mine in a tutorial discus-
sion; she said she was so floored that 
she couldn't think of anything to say, 
but that the rest of the class nodded 
in agreement. 
Whenlmetupwitha 
group of Ameri- 
cans for 
a clan- 
sentiment, which is 
really too blatant to r anti-American be missed. The first reaction, which I'll call the Gullible Anglophile reaction, is to embrice anti-Americanism en- 
tirely, as in: "Yes! 
America is full of 
couch potatoes and 
idiots! When can 
I renounce my 
citizenship?" 
Gullible An- 
glophiles are 
those who 
pick 	 up 
twisted 
nglish/ 
Scot - 
tish 
ac - 
WV cents a miraculous _wo weeks after get-
ting off the plane. The sec- 
ond reaction, which I'll call the Hy-
persensitive reaction (this, as you 
may have noticed, was mine), is to 
become incredibly defensive. 
"America sets the trends!" I would 
say, patriotically. The third reaction, 
which I'll call the Smart reaction, 
was to ignore the subject completely. 
How do the Oscars fit into all of 
this? Well, the main source of Brit-
ons' hatred of America and their 
massive misunderstanding of it are 
the American movies that they see. 
They get some American books, 
magazines, and music, but movies 
are their main source of information 
about a country which, for some rea-
son, plays an important part in their 
own national identity. 
Imagine the impression that you 
would get of this country from 
Wayne's World, Jean Claude van 
Damme films, Dumb and Dumber, 
and even Quentin Tarantino movies. 
Or how about the impression you 
would get from Quiz Show, Forrest 
Gump, The Shawshank Redemption, 
and Andie McDowell's character in 
Four Weddings and a Funeral? 
The Oscars are promoted as the 
most-watched and "greatest show on 
earth." They are an important yearly 
statement from the nation which pro-
duces the most movies and spends 
the most money to do so. The world 
does watch the Oscars, and what the 
Oscars are telling the world this year 
is thatAmerica appreciates the main-
stream, the expensive, the unorigi-
nal, and the routine. 
True, the pickings were pretty 
slim this year, both in the U.S. and 
internationally, with the notable cx-
ception of Pulp Fiction. But what 
about Heavenly Creatures? What 
about Red (which was given the 
shoulder with a spurious excuse 
about Switzerland or something)? 
What about the long list of art-house 
films which, contrary to some 
people's belief, are seen and enjoyed 
by more than a select few? 
If the Academyjust admitted that 
it was presenting awards to big 
names and big money, the whole 
thing wouldn't bother me so much. 
The ceremony is essentially People 
magazine on screen. But it is still 
making the pretense that the awards 
are given for quality, not popularity. 
Witness the nominations for The Pi-
ano last year and The Crying Game 
the year before. This minimal level 
of lip service allows the Oscars to 
retain some of the prestige that 
Cannes more deservedly has. 
And now, my "so what?" parti-
graph: Some will probably question 
why America should bother basing 
its most visible recognition of an ar-
tistic medium upon quality rather 
than popularity. Who cares what the 
people of other nations think of our 
movies? Well, I would ask the same 
question of all those people who felt 
like the U.S. needed to make some 
kind of military statement in the Gulf 
War. Apparently, it was incredibly 
important to large numbers of 
Americans that we have the best and 
most expensive weapons and that we 
prove we have the guts to use them. 
If we must make statements to the 
world, art is a more important one 
than military power. Through mov-
ies and through recognition ceremo-
nies, people can acknowledge a 
common interest in film and an 
agreement on what is good film. 
BYJENNIFER WONG 
layout Editor 
Once Were Warriors joins the list 
of absolutely outstanding films to 
come out ofNew Zealand in the past 
couple of years. Unlike its prede-
cessors The Piano and Heavenly 
Creatures, however, Once Were 
Warriors shows New Zealand as it 
is today, not as it was. 
Far from the gorgeous rural 
coastal landscapes for which New 
Zealand is famous, modern 
Auckland is a city like any other 
large city: it has crime, poverty, fear. 
The native Maori (the people who 
carried the luggage up the hill in the 
Piano) now live in ghettos. 
The film focuses upon the Heke 
family: Jake (Temuera Morrison), 
Beth (Rena Owen), and their five 
children. At the beginning of the 
film Jake loses hisjob, and they are 
forced to live on the dole. 
The pay cut does not harm Jake's 
lifestyle much. He spends all of his 
time with the guys down at a hor-
rible bar. He drinks all day (they buy 
beer several cases at a time), then 
invites everyone home—nightly-
for a party, beating Beth brutally 
whenever she dares to cross his path. 
He passes out, wakes at midday, and 
begins the cycle all over again. 
The struggling Beth is really at the 
center of the story. Unlike Jake, who 
has descended from a line of 
"slaves," Beth has descended from 
a proud traditional background. She 
rejected that background in order to 
marry Jake; now, twenty years and 
many beatings later, she is forced to 
reexamine her situation. 
As Beth's children grow up, they 
are making decisions about their 
lives, and each handles his or her 
predicament differently. The eldest 
son joins a gang; the second son is 
taken from the family to live in a 
home in which old Maori warrior 
rituals are taught; the 13-year-old 
daughter, Grace, turns to writing. 
The film, which beat even Juras-
sic Park for number of tickets sold 
in New Zealand, has been promoted 
as a statement about domestic vio-
lence. This is somewhat mislead-
ing. While the violence—which 
Tamahori does not shrink from 
showing in all its blood and brutal-
ity—is an important part of the story, 
the main issue is the fate of the Maori 
people. They all once were warriors; 
now, Jake and many like him have 
So while I'm willing to ignore the 
Oscars for the sake of my health, I 
believe that they send an influential 
message tc the international commu-
nity, as do American films in gen-
eral. Much as I dislike the general 
British attitude toward Americans, I 
have to admit that when Americans 
so prominently endorse movies such 
as Rain Man and U,forgiven as the 
best films of the year—in the world, 
not just of U.S. films—, the U.S. 
publicly confirms its inability to 
think beyond popularity contests.  
fallen about as far as they can, while 
Beth and her daughter Grace still 
fmd beauty and comfort in the tra-
dition that is collapsing. What be-
gins as a "statement" on domestic 
violence and cultural conflict be-
comes a tragedy of almost classical 
proportions: Grace takes what 
seems to be her only option, and 
Beth must decide what is best for 
moizØ 
Now 
herself and her family. 
First-time director Tamahori has 
made a film of integrity, tough hon-
esty, and, in its own way, beauty. He 
leaves no aspect of the horror of this 
family's situation untouched. At the 
same time, he manages to fmd hope. 
Once Were Warriors is powerful, 
genuinely affecting, and extraordi-
narily well made. Tamahori even 
manages to do interesting things 
with the credits, if that's the sort of 
thing that interests you. See it. 
Perhaps we should leave the real 
awards to Cannes and let the Oscars 
descend into the fashion show that 
they already are. Wouldn't the Acad-
emy be relieved if they didn't have 
to pay lip service to all those films 
which they know some weird people 
watch, but don't make anyone any 
money? Or perhaps a new Ameri-
can awards ceremony should be mi-
tiated, in which awards are given for 
quality. Either way, we should re-
main aware that the world really is 
watching. 
destine 
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NEW MOVIE HOUSE DOWNTOWN. The Grand Tacoma 
Cinema Is the perfect place for patrons of off-beat, cult 
or foreign fllms.V!ve Ia difference! 
The finest accommodations in 
Tacoma - Gig Harbor -. Olympia 
Hood Canal - Mt. Rainier areas 
perfect for: 
Romantic Getaways 
Visiting Relatives 
or Business Travel 
(206) 759-4088 
9am-9pm 
no fees 
all homes are inspected and licensed 
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Grand Tacoma Cinema opens: aesthetes rejoice! 
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2 FOR $5.00 OFF after 5pm 
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FREE 16" 
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_________ 
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• CSPpUCIOO Couunet pastries E espresso to go 
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. cheesecake 
lotte 
flavonil Cruet salads, gourmet calzor,e 
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BY DAMIEN CHUA 
Staff Writer 
"To me a great movie is with WC. 
Fields, or Grand Illusion. I see it 
every time it's on television if I'm 
aware of it." 
This fleeting piece of dialogue 
from Woody Allen's Manhattan 
would be a most unlikely candidate 
for one of the infamous "Notable 
Quotables" preview placebos at the 
AMC Narrows Theater. I'm not 
aware of many movie zealots or film 
aficionados who might appreciate 
this painfully obscure, yet allusive, 
sound bite. However, to Paul Doyle, 
the proprietor of the new Grand 
Tacoma Cinema, Woody Allen's 
flattering allusion to Jean Renoir's 
landmark film, Grandillusion, reso-
nates with endearment. Doyle's first 
movie house, The Grand Illusion, in 
Seattle, is an eponymous tribute to 
the pinnacle of film-making that its 
namesake represents. With the 
opening of his second theater, the 
Grand Tacoma Cinema, Doyle 
promises to share his passion for ex-
cellence in motion pictures. 
Before the debut of the Grand 
Tacoma Cinema, filmgoers in 
Tacoma seeking alternative, off-
beat, foreign, or classic films had 
few options: the notable Rialto Film 
Guild, the dependable Blue Mouse, 
the long drive to Seattle, or and 
evening pouting in frustration and 
angst. However, the opening of the 
Grand Tacoma Cinema on January 
13 gave Tacoma more of exactly 
what it needs most: a booster shot 
of cinematic culture. 
In locating downtown, Paul 
Doyle's movie house joins the up-
lifting vanguard of Tacoma's urban 
revitalization. Like many other lo-
cal pioneers, Doyle's vision holds 
optimism for a rebirth of entertain-
ment in the hub of downtown 
Tacoma. The Grand Tacoma Cin-
ema occupies a prominent brick 
building that once served as an Odd 
Fellows lodge, located on the cor-
ner of Sixth Avenue and Fawcett. 
The current entrance is modest and 
unobtrusive, but as the remodeling 
process continues., the Grand 
Tacoma Cinema will have the much 
more grandiose doorway that it de- 
groovy because they have such a 
distinctive slide when you ease your 
way into the seat. Experience it for 
yourself and for one, albeit brief, 
moment, you'll probably under-
stand. I was completely sold on the 
Grand Tacoma Cinema when I 
reached out to the side curtains and 
savored their plush, crimson cordu-
roy texture. Looking up at the 
stained glass light fixture, satisfac-
tion arose and the movie began. 
As for the niche that the Grand 
Tacoma Cinema might occupy in the 
local theater selection, Paul Doyle 
is "still looking for it." The Rialto 
Film Guild and the Blue Mouse The-
atre have both established them-
selves rather well in Tacoma, appeal-
ing to their respective clientele. In 
time the Grand Tacoma Cinema will 
likewise settle down into its merited 
place. We can expect the films here 
to be, among other things, alterna-
tive, American, foreign, and fun, 
according to Doyle. Currently, the 
Grand Tacoma Cinema is featuring 
Preparation from 
featuring... 
• 32 hours of in-class teaching 
• fully proctored exam 
• additional help sessions 
• personalized instruction 
• free application advising 
• Price -- $445 
Call now for more information 
on the JS4T, GRE 
	 7' 
Next GRE Qass begins April10 
Next GMAT Class begins April 25 
Next LSAT Claaaes begin April 8.12&13 
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Alan Ayckboum was born in 
1939, in London, though he spent 
most of his childhood in Sussex. 
Now one of Britain's most prolific 
modem playwrights, Ayckbourn 
stumbled into his career in the the-
atre. As one of his autobiographi-
cal statements puts it: 
"Ayckbourn •was educated at 
Haileybuiy. Leaving there one Fri-
day at the age of seventeen, he 
went into the theatre the follow -
ing Monday and has been work-
ing in it ever since." 
Ayckbourn is a renaissance the-
atre practitioner. He has worked 
as a stage manager, sound tech-
nician, lighting technician, scene 
painter, prop-maker, actor, writer 
and director. Ayckboum joined the 
Library Theatre in Scarborough, 
Yorkshire in 1958 and there met 
his mentor, Stephen Joseph. With 
one exception, he's been working 
there ever since. 
Ayckbourn briefly left the 
Scarborough to be a BBC Radio 
Drama Producer between 1965 
and 1970, but he returned to his 
Yorkshire home as the Artistic 
Director of the Theatre in the 
Round after Joseph's death. 
Ayckbourn has premiered forty 
plays at the Scarborough, two-
thirds of which have transferred 
to successful runs in London's 
West End or at the Royal 
tersweet conclusion to Krzysztof 
Kieslowski's "Three Colors Tril-
ogy." How apropos that the carmine 
motif of one of this theater's firstfea-
tures mirrors the subdued, scarlet 
hues of the screening room itself. 
Along with Red, the Grand Tacoma 
Cinema is now offering Heavenly 
Creatures and the marvelously irrev-
erent Clerks. In the near future, 
Doyle hopes to play the likes of The 
Advocate, Eat Drink Man Woman, 
Alan Ayckbourn 
Shakespeare Company or the 
Royal National Theatre. 
Ayckbourn's plays - like A 
Chorus ofDisapprova!, Woman in 
Mind, The Revenger's Comedy, 
The Norman Conquest andAbsurd 
Person Singular - usually con-
tain a sort of stage "gimmick" that 
gets the audience to see the dra-
matic action from many points of 
view. 
For instance, iyckbourn's lat-
est show, Wildest Dreams, which 
opened in Scarborough in 1991 
and at the RSC'in 1993, is about 
an oddly mixed group of people 
engaged in a role-playing game. 
As the show progresses, each 
character in the play gradually 
turns into his or her fantasy char-
acter from the game, resulting in 
a delightful blurring of game and 
reality. 
—Sara Freeman 
"1 look, Ancient One. With my 
great non-human sight, I look. To 
the north are hills, the Mountains 
of Ag. Beyond that lies the King-
dom of Endocia, the Virgin 
Queen, Ruler of the Fish People. 
To the west, the Kingdom of 
Orrich, Lord of all oak trees and 
the forest of Emptiness. To the 
east, the Grey River, which winds 
into th"m Valley of Disappointment 
and Despair." 
—Warren from Wildest Dreams 
and perhaps even Grand illusion for 
posterity's sake. 
Wiith this newest addition to our 
selection of local movie houses, the 
pulse of Tacoma cinema is steadily 
and confidently climbing. Now that 
the film is rolling, the only thing left 
to accomplish is to fill the once 
sparsely populated seats of such the-
aters. "I'm a little dismayed that 
people don't go to the movies dur-
ing weekdays," Doyle said. 
serves. According to Doyle, his lat-
est movie house is "a work in 
progress," with interior refinishing 
and the construction of two addi-
tional screens to be completed by 
May. While the signs of construc-
tion are still evident, the character 
and spirit of the movie house have 
already established residency. Inside 
the main lobby, bouquets of virgin 
popcorn and mellifluous butter re-
assure the olfactory sensations that 
everything is somehow right and in 
place. Unique to most movie houses 
are the works by local artists that 
grace the deeper recesses of the 
lobby, which early an-ivals to the 
Grand Tacoma Cinema can peruse. 
Once inside the theater proper, I 
was graciously surprised by the rela-
tively small dimensions that made 
for a soothingly intimate welcome. 
The seats in the Grand Tacoma Cin-
ema are truly vintage and righteously 
groovy. The seats are truly vintage 
because they were acquired from the 
recent renovations at Seattle's Para-
mount Theater. They're righteously Red, the critically acclaimed and 
a week 	
bit- 
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WEALIZE THAI, as a student, you probably don't have a whole lot of money available to spend on a new car. But 
you probably need wheels. That's why we're offering a deal that's available only to soon-to-be graduates, or graduates 
who have been out of school less than a year. With a low down payment, you could drive away in a 1995 Acura Integra 
Sports Coupe or Sports Sedan. And it's easy to qualify. Generally, all you need is proof of employment and no adverse 
credit history. This offer applies to all Acura automobiles except the NSX. Or, if you prefer, you can take advantage of 
our equally attractive lease program. Either way, that means low monthly payments while your monthly 
income begins to catch up to what you're really worth. SOME THINGS AKE WOKTH THE FKICE. ACURA 
BELLEVUE 
Acura of Bellevue 
13424 Northeast 20th St. 
Northup Way 
644-3000 
800-443-0986 
FIFE 
Hinshaw Acura 
5955 20th Street East 
1-5 Exit 137 
292-0560 
800-75-ACURA 
LYNN WOOD SEATTLE 
Acura of Lynnwood Acura of Seattle 
21515 Highway 99 Across from 
1-5 Exit 220th St. Southcenter Mall 
775-2925 433-1000 
800-85-ACURA 800-2-LEGEND 
Offer valid 4 months prior to graduation and up to 1 year after graduation through Amencan Honda Finance Corporation. This offer does 
not apply to previous Acura purchases. lip to dO equal monthly payments. Lease terms also available from 2 to 4 years. 01995 Acura 
Division of American Honda Motor Co., Inc. Acura and lntegra are registered trademarks of Honda Motor Co., Ltd. VTEC is a trademark 
of Honda Motor Co., Ltd. Make an intelligent decision. Buckle up. 
Elastica delivers a knock-out punch from Britain, while Sweet brings sensitive-alternative pop from Nebraska XRUSIC ry EVIEWS 
F, 
BY KEITh TI.JRAUSKY 
Music Reviewer 
•The music media has been in a 
tizzy recently over British bands like 
Oasis, Bush, and the Stone Roses. 
Well, if those chumps were the in-
fantry of the new British Invasion, 
then Elastica will be the A-Bomb. 
The coed quartet's self-titled debut 
is a knockout punch, ripping through 
the speaker cones with acrid guitars, 
propulsive rhythm and some of the 
most appealing melodies to come 
out of the U.K. in years. 
Forget the airy smoothness of acts 
like James or the London Suede, or  
even the Seattle-come-lately grind of 
Bush. Elastica keeps it short, explo-
sive and fun, with huge guitars that 
owe more to Johnny Ramone than 
Johnny Marr. "Stutter" and "Annie" 
cut swaths of white noise across 
anthemic chords and instantly 
memorable vocal melodies. 
Economy is given high priority 
throughout the albun the brisk and 
beautiful "Waking Up" seems like a 
lengthy centerpiece until one real-
izes that it is only just over three 
minutes long. Cramming 16 songs 
into 40 minutes means that each bite 
of ear candy leaves one craving more 
of the band's post-punk delights. 
Guitarist and lead singer Justine 
Frischmann adopts a number of dis-
tinctly British voices, from her tu- 
bular New Wave affectation in "Line 
Up" to her squeaky, girlish treatment 
of "Connection" to her full-bore 
rock-and-roll attack in "Stutter." 
Singer/guitarist Donna Matthews 
and bassist Annie Holland weave 
driving melodies over the equally 
compelling chord progressions, 
striking a perfectly addictive bal-
ance. Drummer Justin Welch holds 
the beat with a pummeling, no-non-
sense style that perfectly comple-
ments the band's technique. By the 
time the album finishes off with the 
ultra-poppy "Vaseline," there is no 
doubt that a thing of greatness has 
been witnessed. When 1995 is over, 
the British will look back and say 
that, truly, this was their fmest 40 
minutes. A+ 
•Lincoln, Nebraska's own Mat-
thew Sweet (not to be confused with 
the UPS guitarist/singer) has for 
years been a consistent source of 
high-grade pop songs. With bitter-
sweet lyrics and charming hooks, 
Sweet has been a critics' choice 
since 1991's Girlfriend. Now, after 
1993's Altered Beast and 1994's Son 
of Altered Beast EP, Sweet emerges 
with 10001b Fun, an album which 
puts Sweet as the king of the "sen-
sitive alternative pop-rock" genre. 
The first song and single, "Sick 
of Myself," with fuzzy guitars, beau-
tiful harmonies, and mildly self-abu-
sive lyrics, is a textbook example of 
this style. Think you've heard it be-
fore? Probably so, but you've never 
heard it so perfect. Sweet draws  
heavily from such bands as Big Star, 
the Beatles, and the Who, but adds a 
dose of his own quirky, melodious 
style. The result is very radio-
friendly and full of good old-fash-
ioned charm and emotion. 
There is much fun to be found on 
100010 Fun, though, and through all 
its moods it showcases the marvel-
ous talent of one of modern music's 
few great singer-songwriters. Sweet 
never gets bogged down in the 
"solo" aspect of his career, simulta-
neously keeping the songs economi-
cal and tight while densely layered 
in guitars and vocal harmonies. It's 
a delicate balancing act, but it's the 
key to the genre, and Matthew Sweet 
knows how to pull it off better than 
any singer-songwriter out there. A 
great 
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You'ti Go FURTHER. 
Providing an ideal work environment has been one of 
SAFECO's main objectives since its inception in 1923. We feel 
that by creating an atmosphere where your ideas matter and 
every employee is respected and rewarded, you have the 
opportunity to go as far as your talent and drive will take you. At 
SAFECO, integrity, decency and honesty are words we live by 
and they are qualities we seek in the employees we hire. 
It is these qualities that has made SAFECO one of the leading 
diversified financial corporations in America. Our success gives 
you the foundation for your own success. 
If you are interested in a position in our Information Systems 
Department, SAFECO representatives will be on campus for an 
Information Session 
Thursday, March 23, 7:00 pm 
Thompson Hall, Room 125 
For more information regarding SAFECO, please contact 
your Career Planning and Placement Center. We are an equal 
opportunity employer committed to employing a diverse 
workforce. 
SAFECO® 
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•Tacoma Symphony with Guest pianists 
Bruce Griffin and Dana Telizyn. 
Pantages Theatre, 8:00 p.m. Pre-
Concert lecture, 7:00 p.m. Tickets: $10-
$20; $5 day-of-show rush tickets for 
students and seniors. Phone 591-5894 
for tickets. 
•UPS Flea Market. See special events 
section for details. 
• Broadway Center for the Performing 
Arts presents The 101 Dalmations, an 
Interactive Family Musical. One hour 
children's show, begins at 1:00 & 4:00 
p.m. 
$6.00 for all seats. Phone 591-5890. 
•Margaret Cho live, star of the ABC Hit 
Comedy Series All American Giri. 
Moore Theatre, Seattle. $17.50 in 
Advance/ $18.50 Day of Show. Phone 
628-0888. 
•The Butcher, the Baker, and the 
Symphony Maker, a special one-hour 
family concert performed by the Seattle 
Symphony. Presented by Tacoma 
Philharmonic. Pantages Theater, 3:00 
p.m.; pre-performance lecture at 2:00 
p.m. Tickets $5 children, $8 adufts. 
Phone 591-5894 for tickets. 
I'4P 
•Lecture: Byllye Avery, founding 
president of the National Black 
Women's Health Project, a non-profit 
organization committed to African-
American women, speaks on Viofence 
as a Health lssue, at 8p.m., in the 
Rotunda. FREE. 
•Opening reception for the new 
Kittredge Gallery Exhbh: sculpture by 
Blake Moore and ceramics by Pat 
McCormick. Reception from 5p.m.-
7p.m., public invited. Exhibit open 
through April23. 
•Broadway Center presents AMn Ailey 
American Dance Theatre performing 
Ailey classics and new works, 
embracing tap, jazz, ballet, modem and 
Afro-Caribbean dance. Pantages 
Theatre, 7:30p.m. Tickets $18-$27. 
Phone 591-5894. 
•Senior Directed Show, The Divineisby 
Jim Leonard Jr., Ken Fox director. 
Inside Theatre, Jones Hall, 8:00 p.m. 
Tickets:$3 general, $2 student/senior 
citizen. Special series price—see all six 
shows for the price of five. Contact Info 
Center X3419. 
•Robert Musser conducts the University 
Wind Ensemble Concert, with Jason 
Gilliam, euphonium soloist. Concert 
Hall, 8p.m. FREE. 
Art &bibitions: 
KITTREDGE GALLERY on campus. 
10-4 p.m. M-F; 1-4 p.m. Sundays. 
FREE. 
March 20-April23: Sculpture by Blake 
Moore and ceramics by Pat McCormick 
TACOMA ART MUSEUM 
1123 Pacific Avenue. 272-4258. 
$143. Times Vary. 
Tuesdays are free. 
Feb.1 4-May.21: Collections: Recent 
Acquisitions to the Northwest 
Collection. 
Mar. 18-June 4: JET DREAMS: The 
Northwest in the Fifties. 
SEATTLE ART MUSEUM 
100 University Street. 654-3100 
10 a.m.-5 p.m.Tues.-Sun; 10 am.-9 
p.m.Thursday. 
Film 
CAMPUS FILMS. McIntyre 003. $1. Fri. 
& Sat. at 7:00 and 9:00p.m., Sunday at 
6:00 and 8:30p.m. 
The Mask 
RIALTO FILM GUILD, 310 S.9th. $5 all 
shows.CatI 591-5894 for more 
information. March 23- March 29; Daily 
at 5:30 & 8:15 p.m.; Sundays at 2:45, 
5:30 & 8:15 p.m. 
To Live, a dramatic epic which spans 
several decades of the life of a family in 
communist China. 
BLUE MOUSE THEATRE, 2611 N. 
Proctor. 752-9500. $2 student. Evening 
shows (6:30 p.m./8:30 p.m.) & Sat/Sun/ 
Wed Matinees, 
Quiz Show 
GRAND TACOMA CINEMA,606 S. 
Fawcett. $4 for early shows, $6 for late 
show. 593-4474. Mar.10-31. Daily at 5, 
7, 9p.m. Also Sat. & sun. 18 3p.m. 
Red, the third piece of Krystof 
Kieslowski's trilogy about the 'void of 
fratemite." Excellent film not to be 
missed. 
Music 
ANTIQUE SANDWICH COMPANY 
51st & Pearl St. 752-4069. 
Tuesdays: Acoustic music- folk, blues, 
classical and jazz—open mic night. 8-
11 p.m.$2. Sundays:"Classical 
Sundays." All concerts start at 3:00p.m. 
Various artists performing. Donations 
warmly accepted. 
BORDERS BOOKS & MUSIC 
2508 South 38th St. 473-9111. 
Fridays: open mic. Various sounds-
pop, rock, folk. FREE. 8-10 p.m. 
4TH AVENUE TAVERN 
210 E. Fourth, Olympia. 
Sundays:"Olympia Unplugged." Live 
Music Society open mic night. 7 p.m. 
Comedy 
Tacoma Little Theatre. 
210 N. I Street. Phone 272-2481. 
Saturdays, 11:30p.m. $5. 
'Comedy Wdhout a Net." Two improv 
teams go head-to-head in an evening of 
giggles and audience participation. 
SENIOR DIRECTED THEATRE 
"Senior theatre majors will present their 
final projects during March 31-April29. 
Shows will be performed in the Inside 
Theatre in Jones Hall. Tickets $3 
general, $2 student/senior citizen. 
Special series price–see all six shows 
for the price of five. Contact Info. 
Center X3419. 
March 31 - 8p.m. &Apr. 1-2&8p.m. 
The 0/v/nets by Jim Leonard Jr. 
Directed by Ken Fox 
April 7- 8p.m. & April 8-2 & 8p.m. 
The Love of the ,Wllnga/eby 
limbertake Wertenbaker. 
Directed by Sara Freeman  
April 14-8p.m. & April 15-2 & 8p.m. 
Ben/by Martin Sherman. 
Directed by Steph Allison 
April 21-8p.m. & Apr.22-2 & 8p.m. 
A Thousand C/owns by Herb Gardner. 
Directed by Jonathon Atkinson 
April 28-8p.m. & April 29-2, 8p.m. 
How/Got That Stoiyby Amlin&ay. 
Directed by Phil Navallo 
Frank/a and Johnny/n the C/a/rOe 
Lune by Terrence McNally. 
Directed by Jesse Hinds 
•The UPS Women's League's 27th 
annual Flea Market will be held on 
Saturday, March 25th from 10a.m. to 5 
p.m., in the Memorial Fleldhouse. 
Admission is $1. 
Proceeds from the flea market are used 
for student scholarships. Each year 
more than $10,000 is raised for 
students. The flea market features a 
silent auction, a boutique, a sidewalk 
cafe and dozens of knick-knacks, 
crafts, books and antiques. For more 
information contact Gretchen Millie at 
663-2241. 
'Honors Film Festival. The Honors 
program continues its annual tradition 
or a Ihernaiic series produced by senior 
student film afficianado. This years 
choice focuses on films produced and 
directed by women: ¶ilms by the other 
Halt.' 
Films left to show: 
Shown on Tuesdays at 7 p.m. in 
McIntyre 003. Admission is free. All are 
welcome. 
KAP'DAALPHA THETA 
Classifieds! 	 WELCOMES OUR NEW INITIATES 
C Trail advertising gets results.) 
I1Tm CP.w  
Intensive six-week program at Lewis 
& Clark College in Portland, Oregon 
July 18-Aug 27. Study Japanese lang. 
(all levels) & culture courses in eco-
nomics, literature and history. Earn 8 
scm. hrs (12 qtr. his) while living and 
studying with Japanese students. Out-
door wilderness trip included. Prior 
language study not required. Scholar-
ships available! 
Oregon/Japan Summer Program 
222 SW Columbia St., Suite 1750 
rfland, OR 97201 
00-823-7938 opieannb@aol.com  
Students Needed! 
srn up to $2000-i-/mo working for 
•ise Ships or Land-Tour companies. 
rid Travel. Summer and Full-Time 
oyment available. No experience 
ssn', For more infoation call: 
/•• . 
Students Needed! 
Fishing Industry. Earn up to $3000-
$6000+ per month. Room and Board! 
Transportation! Male or Female. No 
experience necessary. Call (206) 545-
4155 
ext A60892 
kTt1T1I 
Forestry workers, park rangers, 
firefighters, lifeguards, -i-volunteer and 
government positions available at Na-
tional Parks. Excellent benefits & bo-
nuses! Over 25,000 openings! For 
more info call: (206) 545-4804 ext 
N60891 
Classified advertising is a great way 
to meet people, sell your stuff, or pro-
mote an event. Only $3 per column 
uh for students. Call the Trail ad de- 
rLmcpt at eat, 1278.  
DiAu 
CHRISTY BALLEAUX 
SAMANTHA BARTROFF 
SCHELLI BUCKNER 
ERIN CARR 
KATIE CRESS WELL 
L0RI DEARDORFF 
JILL GUTZLER 
KATHLEEN HAMMOND 
EMILY HEMSTREET 
DAWN HIRREL 
LAUREL JACOBS 
CLAIRE LENcI0NI 
MARr'u MCDOI'ALD 
TIFFANY NEWLL 
SARAH PREPKE 
LARISA REED 
HEIDI RECKAUER 
NAOMI RYKERT 
CHARIS SANTILLIE 
CAROLYN SLIPJER 
MELANIE STIDHAM 
KATHRYN ToLiE 
ANGELA VALENTI 
DAWN JENSEN JERRA LYNNE WHISTLER 
LAURA KALINSKI SUNNY WINDER 
MEGAN LEE KATE WOLFA 
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The Louna at Shilo Inn in Seaside, where we had hot times. L to r: 	 Iystk rock, near Canon Beach attracts sea gt)ls .md tourists. 
David, Wayne, Adam and Vivek. 
LOrQ lloIre on the road 
pictures, characterized 
-'1 
0 
Sloths on toupo. a SpPing Bpeak tpavelogue 
Paul Bimyan and his Blue Ox Babe guarded the TREES OF 
MYSTERY, but the six buck admission charge ticked us off. Vivek 
and Wayne (Ito r) vent their frustrations. 
BY DAVID FRANZEN 
Senior Editor 
Five people in an 81 Toyota Corolla isn't 
that bad for the first hundred miles, espe-
cially if you're short and shoved into a com-
fortable, if small, comerof the back seat. The 
first day of our trip was arguably the best. 
We werefinally out of school. We all had less 
facial hair and more dean underwear than 
we would in a few days. 
Lots of you had more exciting Spring 
Break trips. I've seen the tans and heard the 
stories. But this is the story of the Sloths on 
Tour--the Sloths being me (David), Adam, 
Vivek, Wayne and Derek, four of my best 
friends, all blessed (or cursed) with that le-
thargic arboreal nickname our sophomore 
year. We've lived together for four years. This 
year, our, 
 senior year, was our last chance for 
a road trip. 
Day One 
Traveling south on 1-51 tried to write, but 
I gave up on keeping a road journal. The 
physical act of writing required my repeated 
elbowing of whoever was next to me, not to 
mention the mad contortions I had to put 
my arms through to get my notebook and 
pen in a mutually useful orientation on, or 
near, my lap. And the bumps! Fey.! resigned 
myself to rely on memory. 
The plan was to head south: down 1-5 to 
Longview, Washington, over to Astoria, Or-
egon and finally to US. 101 and the great Pa-
dflc coast. 
Seaside: This way lies maIess. 
It was raining when we got a room at the 
Seashore "Resort" Motel. The Seashore put 
us up for fifty dollars—all right ten bucks a 
person! Well as far as the Seashore knew only 
Derek and Adam were staying in the room, a  
dilemma we'd deal with later. It was time for 
lunch and hot times on the town. 
I insisted we eat at Pig N Pancake, in the 
middle of the tourist strip. The Pig is like 
Shari's with a theme and a gift shop. God did 
they have gifts—every cheesy wind chime, pig 
sculpture (lastic, metal, stone, ceramics and 
glass), and "poetic" sentimental refrigerator 
magnet or "stained" glass window ornament 
imaginable. 
Having pigged out we stopped at a cool 
record store where I grabbed a copy of Roll-
ing Donut, Seaside's only music magazine. 
The Donut didn't amount to much: a news-
print ad for shows coming up in the next few 
weeks—I guess they draw a lot of spring break 
kids in. 
We got enough of the teen angst-
well ...teen something—set that afternoon in 
THE SKEETBALL PAlACE AND FAMILY FUN 
ARCADE, one of the tourist traps that de-
serves to be listed in all caps. Derek and I 
pooled our skeetball winnings, reimbursing 
them all for Tootsie Rolls. As I chomped on 
my candy, everyone else started playing video 
games. 
Afterthevideoadventures,wevisltedTHE 
MALL WITH A CAROUSEL INSIDE, which is 
just that. In addition to a big Maritime corn 
disneyesque themed merry-go-round, the 
mall offers a kite shop, gift shops we didn't 
go into and a cool hat shop. They had all 
kinds of hats: Viking helmets, wack-o 
snowboarder fleece hats, hats that give you 
long hair, old fisherman hats, purple rhine-
stone cowgirl hats—everything. 
After potentially exposing ourselves to a 
million tourists' head lice and trudging 
through the intermittent torrential RAIN and 
supersonic WIND bashing the coast that af-
ternoon, it was time for a DRINK. We made 
our first stop at the Shilo Inn lounge, right  
next to our motel. We sat around the fake 
fire, had cocktails and beers, and we didn't 
even get carded. 
Warm, dry, and relaxed, it was time to get 
wet again, taking advantage of the sea and 
our "resort" hotel's spa, sauna, and pool. But 
we got caught by the motel Mafia as we un-
loaded the car and entered our room We lied 
like dogs, "No, just two of us are staying here, 
the rest of us are staying... uh, just friends 
visiting, leaving after dinner." Wayne and 
Derek hit the pool, and the remaining three 
of us took to the beach to hatch a fool proof 
motel rip off plot. 
We had a million plans, but they all 
amounted to staying out really late and trust-
ing our luck. We bummed around in the 
room for a while, grabbed some dinner at 
KFC, and hit the lounge again—which was 
really hopping at this point. 
We noticed a huge commotion on the 
dance floor. A lively bachelorette party had 
arrived, dubbing themselves "the Penis 
Women," as Don the DJ informed us. The 
penis women all had construction paper 
phalli taped to their foreheads, and stayed 
for a couple dances, a drink, then moved on 
to another bar. 
Amazed Adam and Derek ordered this 
fishbowl-sized margarita. Yes, it comes in a 
flshbowl. It was a huge drink but disappeared 
in three minutes. Next thing we knew these 
thirtysomething women (not the Penis 
Women) came to our table and asked us to 
dance. Before long, we were all at their table, 
and before longer, we were all dancing. Ten 
women and five guys—it was insane, if a bit 
like dancing with your aunt. 
While we were drinking and dancing, am-
bulances and police cars converged on the 
beach in front of the hotd. A girl had waded 
into the ocean after her boyfriend dumped  
her. Friends had lost track of her, and noti-
fied the police. As far as we could tell they 
never found her either; reports would trickle 
into the lounge occasionally. The suicide put 
a bit more chill into the wind outside when 
we left the lounge. 
At one Sunday morning the Shilo dosed, 
and we bade our lady friends a friendly good 
Adam and Derek 
ordered this fishbowl 
sized margarita. . . . it 
disappeared in three 
minutes. Next thing 
we knew these 
thirtysomething 
women (not the Penis 
Women) asked us to 
dance. 
night. Adam and Derek were still thirsty. V 
and Wayne snuck back to the room, and I 
bar hopped with Adam and D. The first open 
bar we ran into was Mar's on Broadway, a 
nice little place done all in pale wood panel-
ing inside. A couple chain drinking and smok-
ing sat a few bar stools away. 
We ignored the barflies until they started 
talking about Satan. We never found out their 
names but they might as well be Ray and 
Janice. They were both knocking on fifty's 
door, but not there yet, though alcohol was 
helping them to look it. Ray was wearing a  
fairly newand mostly plastic royal blue base-
ball style hat. Janice had short curly grayed 
blond hair and wore a black leather jacket 
with fringe, and jeans; she told me "don't 
laugh at me or I'll knock you out the flicking 
door." 
It seems Janice's television has a habit of 
switching channels on its own, and always 
ends up on channel 666. 
"The nu-number of the beast," they 
said... repeatedly. 
They also had a plaque, or "flak," as Ray 
sometimes called it, that "flew, it didn't fall, 
it flew!" across the room.Janice's solution to 
the plaque problem was to put it in the 
freezer, "I said I've got to chill that mother 
fucker out." Ray was convinced that 'the 
weird thing" was that once he'd taken the 
plaque out of the freezer, they couldn't get 
it to fit back in there the same way it was 
before. 
Trying to be as non-patronizing as pos-
sible, I asked if Janice lived over a cemetery 
or something, to which she responded- 
"That's crap. If you don't think these 
things are mobile, you're full of crap. It 
doesn't matter if you move or not, if you're 
open to the evil one of those bastards can 
get you. Rent this move Entily, it's a true 
story. Eny that's what you want." 
About this time Ray was trying to convince 
us that the phone number for mail ordering 
Hank Williams records on the 'IV in the bar 
had a suspiciously odd number of sixes in it. 
We noticed the bar tender dosing, first draw-
ing one more beer each for Janice and Ray, 
not even bothering to ask them if they 
wanted another round. But for us it was time 
to go. 
After that no motel manager was going to 
scare us. Still, we approached the motel from 
the back side, along the boardwalk. Far as 
we could tell the only people awake in the 8 FEATURES ) THE TRAIL March 23, 1995 
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0 
Mclsnt mineral formations grow in the Oregon Caves. 
0. 
A storm (above) chases us down the coast to California where we found the fabled 
giant redwoods (below.) 
were two cowboys watching TV from 
corn on the second floor. We made it 
our room, no questions asked, and 
n bed 
V Two 
snuck out of the motel with no prob-
After a stop at the Seaside Safeway for 
ie quantities of orange juice to wash 
the Costco muffins and fruit we'd 
ht with us from Tacoma, we were back 
road. 
made a fewstops, but pretty much we 
rove. It was a long haul down to Coos 
here we were determined to spend our 
d night. 
Devil's Churn, however, we stopped, 
Fseveral places along the Oregon coast 
d Devil's something or another. A 
, making its way to the ocean, cut a 
narrow wedge through solid rock. 
break at the mouth of the churn, shat-
into thousands of different waves an& 
er-waves. The water in the churn is one 
rippling mass of chaos. Occasionally 
flies dozens of feet straight up Into the 
vek got tagged by one wave while he 
osing for a picture. There was spray 
where though, and it started raining, so 
got pretty wet. 
is Ray, Dregoic Karaoke Capital 
lip, tired and hungry we cruised into 
Bay, an Industrial town with its own 
radio stition. Maybe it was ftigue, but 
cided to try honesty in Coos Bay. The 
rllne Motel offered us a room with two 
es and a single for forty-three dollars-
a place in bed for all five! 
rdinner we were stuffed, and liked the 
[of a walk around town. AJ the other 
owntown looked dosed. But the lady 
Timberline (a dead ringer for the 
na in the Mommas and Poppas) said 
tty lively crowd" hung out in the bar at 
the motel. The bar turned out to be hoppin' 
with Karaoke this Sunday night. 
Maybe it was the cheap beer, the vodka, 
or all the reverb on the PA, but Coos Bay's 
got a few potential super stars hiding on its 
bar stools. And the flower of Coos Bay is'flna, 
a sight in her black cowboy boots, silver ear-
rings and belt budde, jeans and—oh risque, 
navel revealing shirt. But, seriously, her ren-
ditions of Midnight Train to Georgia, and, 
urn, a bunch of other countrysongs sounded 
solid gold to me. 
It didn't seem like the place for rock and 
roll college kids. Even the neon beer signs 
sported cowboy hats. But Derek and Wayne 
were brave enough to sing Born to be Wild. 
A few songs later they did Simple Mind's 
Don't You Forget About Me—the one with 
all the "Ia, Ia, Ia, Ia, la's" in It. Those "Ia la's" 
came In handy because Derek didn't know 
all the lines. 
I don't remember Adam's excuse, but 
Vivek refused to join Derek In Dr. Feelgood, 
because his "throat was sore." I wimped out. 
I was tempted to sing like a Virgin, but to 
do that right I would need to put a couple 
barrettes in my hair, and have about six more 
drinks. I probably would have gotten beaten 
to a pulp and thrown in the river. 
Vivek and I decided to leave early, take a 
little walk, and ended up watching a nature 
special on PBS. The only downside of the 
evening was this huge crusty curn stain on 
my bedspread. I shoved it aside and tried not 
to think about it. 
In the morning I heard that Wayne had 
really wowed everyone with a solo perfor-
mance of some crooner classic. And, to hear 
tell, Tina came over and bought the guy a 
drink. But I didn't see it,so I don't believe it. 
Day Three 
We decided to chow down on a hot break-
fast. It was eggs, pancakes, and bacon type  
food all round. Wayne, Derek, and Adam 
even ordered cinnamon rolls which the wait-
resses told us were "really big."They told us 
we'd never make it through the mountains 
of food they were about to deliver. Obviously, 
these Oregonians had no idea we'd been 
training at the Sunriser for years. The cinna-
mon rolls were big, but give me a break. 
At least the weather seemed to give us a 
break when we pulled out of Coos Bay. We 
even had enough sun for Wayne to run across 
the street to pose beneath the Wayne's Color 
Center sign—a Kodak moment that nearly 
cost him his life. An unmarked white van 
nearly did in Wayne, and I coulda sworn the 
thing had no plates. 
On ourwayto California, south of the big 
sand dunes near Coos Bay, the seaside ecol-
ogy was dearly different. The forest was 
sparser, and more pine than fir. Twisting gen-
tly up and down blu, we'd come across clas-
sic stretches of highway along sandy beaches. 
Here's where we got our only real play 
time on the beach. The wind was ferocious, 
the kind you can lean into and still stand up. 
We stopped the car and wandered down to 
the beach and played hypnotizing games with 
the surL You get as dose to the sea as you 
can without getting your feet wet, then race 
white sheets of foam back up the beach. 
Crescent CIty the end of the res, 
That afternoon we cruised into California 
and stopped for our last night in Crescent 
City. The Holiday Inn wanted $78 to put us 
up. No thanks. We stayed at Super 8 for $48 
because "that's what Super 8 is all about," as 
Warren the motel manager told us. 
Warren is a darn nice guy and runs z nice 
dean motel—no corn stains, nice shcssers, 
cable. He told us how to find the fabled gi-
ant California Redwoods but kept going on, 
and on, and on. He even had visual aids, high-
lighting the necessary route on a photocop- 
ied map. Warren suggested THE TREES OF 
MYSTERY home of the "biggest gift shop on 
the west coast." 
Outside THE TREES OF MYSTERY stood 
gargantuan Paul Bunyan and his blue ox, 
Babe; they put the murals in the Great Hall 
to shame. Past the giant logger and his blue 
beast of burden we found the path to mys-
tery blocked by a gate and toll booth. They 
want six bucks to see trees in a forest. We 
ended up stopping at a state park instead. 
Back in Crescent City we began our search 
for Discount Liquors, because liquor is sup-
posed to be cheaper in California. But the 
liquor lady didn't take too kindly to us. We 
were loitering, and making fun of the library 
of porno movies hidden behind a little check-
ered curtain. She even called the cops on us, 
cackling "Can I help you with anything?" 
Outside this CHiPS type eyed us like we were 
a band of nogoodnik teenage car thieves, 
scribbled down Adam's license plate num-
ber—then tailed us for a few blocks. 
Needing tube back Wednesday for Wayne 
(and all our cash card's) sake, we bedded 
down and prepared for a long haul up 1-5 on 
Tuesday. Derek and Adam each tore into 
botdes of Night Train 40 proof wine they'd 
picked up on a road side whim in Oregon. 
On TV we watched pre-recorded crab 
races on Crescent City Television. Our con-
versation pretty much went downhill from 
there. Thank god the motel was nearly 
empty. I had to help Adam finish his Night 
Train. Wayne was getting sleepy and con-
sciously checked out of the conversation. He 
kept bringing up random stuff and asking 
questions we'd already resolved. I threatened 
to hit him on the head the next time he said 
something stupid. It didn't take long—before 
we knew it we had a five way pillow fight. 
Settled back into bed, the oldTyshowB.j 
andtbeBear somehowdetached itself from 
March 23, 1995 
our collective memory. Vivek said, "Yeah, I 
remember, the guy just drove around, and 
he had a monkey with him all the time."Then 
there was silence, as if this gem of TV trivia 
was profound, and gales of laughter. I 
crawled out of bed, laughing, to write that 
down, to capture the moment of pure male 
bonding stupidity. Finally, sleep. 
Day Four 
We got up and got the hell out of town, 
stopping only at Safeway for orange juice and 
baked goods. It was a long haul-all the way 
back to Tacoma. But first we stopped at the 
Oregon Caves, driving halfway up a moun-
tain from the sea and hiking through the 
depths of the cold, marbled caverns full of 
old mineral formations. Next it was the 
Bridgeview winery on the wayback down the 
mountain, and on to Grant's Pass, Oregon, 
where we linked with 1-5. 
The oddest, but best Burger King in the 
world is in Grant's Pass. The whoppers 
looked almost like the ones on TV, but all 
over the walls of the restaurant were framed 
displays of different kinds of barbed wire. And 
two guys at the table behind us concluded, 
"you can always tell the city folk because they 
wear those low top shoes." 
Then they launched into a five minute dis-
course on rechargeable batteries. 
"I've heard about them," said one. 
"I've seen urn," said the other. 
One McDonalds somewhere In Oregon, 
the Vancouver, Washington Dennis, and five 
very sore butts later, we parked at our house 
in Tacoma at 130 am. Wednesday. We un-
packed the car, and before going to bed took 
a few final snapshots of our unshaven, red 
eyed selves to finish off the rolls of film in 
our cameras so the images of the trip would 
be sealed together, untainted by other 
memories. 
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Spring Break Sports 
 Briefs 
Rainouts reprieve 
baseball from 
losing streak 
Rain postpones start of softball season 
BY JAY ARTHUR 
Staff Writer 
Six consecutive rainouts have 
kept the Logger baseball team on the 
shell since March 10, and have tem-
porarily halted the team's seven 
game losing streak. 
The Loggers last played on March 
10 against PLU, a rain shortened 
contest that the Loggers dropped 5-
4. Brad Loveless took the loss as he 
surrendered nine hits. Loveless did 
have some bright spots, however, as 
he struck out five batters in six in-
nings. 
Brian Feeney drove in one run on 
a single in the fourth inning, while 
BY JAY ARTHUR 
Staff Writer 
The Puget Sound golf team will 
test the elements and their swings 
this week as they open the 1995 golf 
season at the City Championship 
Tournament, hosted by Pacific 
Lutheran University. 
The tournament will be played at 
Hi Cedars Golf Course in Orting, 
and will involve the Loggers, Pacific 
Lutheran, St. Martin's College, 
Green River Community College, 
and Tacoma Community College. 
The tournament is set for an 11:30 
tee-off on Thursday, and the format 
will be medal play. Six players will 
represent each school, with the top 
four counting towards team scoring. 
Matt Guyeue doubled and eventu-
ally scored in the fifth. John Huber 
doubled and scored in the sixth to 
close the scoring for the Loggers. 
A six game road trip now awaits 
the Logger baseball team. On Fri-
day, they travel to Walla Walla, 
Washington, to take on Whitman 
College in a double header. The 
Missionaries are 44 so far in 1995. 
The Loggers will then travel to 
Caldwell, Idaho, on Saturday and 
Sunday for two doubleheaders 
against Albertson's College. 
The Loggers look to put an end to 
their seven game losing streak, but 
also look for the chance to just step 
on to the field. 
Coach Steve Nemeth looks for 
three players in particular to be 
among the leaders for the Loggers. 
Dave Caldwell of Boise, Idaho, Alex 
Wilsie of Tacoma's Curtis High 
School, and A.P. Parks from Salem, 
Oregon, have been playing well for 
the Loggers. 
In addition to the top three, Coach 
Nemeth is looking at a number of 
freshman to fill the fmal three posi-
tions. 
The Loggers will play in the St. 
Martin's Invitational on April 1 be-
fore hosting the University of Puget 
Sound Fircrest Invitational on April 
6-7. The meet will feature seven 
teams and is one of the best tourna-
ments in the NAIA northwest.  
•Loggers win opener 
alter seven rainouts 
BY SETH DONSKER 
Sports Editor 
The Puget Sound softball 
team, ranked 21st nationally in the 
NAJA, fmally got to play a game on 
Saturday. After being rained out for 
their first seven contests of the 1995 
season, the Loggers offense 
exploded for eleven hits in a 5-2 
victoiy over George Fox College at 
the Western Oregon State 
Tournament in Monmouth, Oregon. 
The powerful Logger 
attack was keyed by sophomore 
Mino McLean. McLean went three 
BY SETH DONSKER 
Sports Editor 
The Puget Sound track and field 
teams spent their spring break com-
peting in two meets. The first con-
test was hosted by PLU, where the 
Loggers took fourth place. The sec-
ond meet was the Tn-Cities Sports 
Festival in Richiand. 
The Loggers opened their week of 
competition in Tacoma at the PLU 
track meet. Other schools compet-
ing included Central Washington, 
Seattle Pacific, Western Washington, 
Whitman, Whitworth, and the host 
Lutes. 
Ahman Dirks turned in the best 
performance of the day, winning the 
800 meters in a time of 1:58.3 1. 
Dirks trailed slightly entering the fi-
nal 200 meters, but a strong finish  
for three, including a double and two 
RBI's. Shortstop Heather Paulsen 
and second baseman Angela Merlo 
belted two hits each. Centerfielder 
Trista Dawson added two hits as well 
and scored a run. 
The George Fox attack 
was held in check due to outstanding 
pitching by the Loggers staff. Darn 
Bisel picked up the first victoly of 
the year for Puget Sound, while 
Sarah Noble hammered down the 
save. 
Prior to Saturday's contest, 
the Loggers had been at the mercy 
of the weather, as their first four 
games at the Western Oregon 
Tournament were rained out. Puget 
Sound also had two double-headers 
cancelled due to the inclement 
weather. 
enabled him to overtake Oscar Myre 
of Western Washington, winning by 
less than a second. 
Other impressive individual per-
formances were turned in as well. 
Senior Emily Keliman finished first 
inthemile. Hertimeof5:l4was 
even more impressive considering 
the adverse weather conditions. 
Rob Bradbuiy was also outstand-
ing in the high jump, finishing sec-
ond with a leap of 6'4. His jump 
actually tied him for the top spot, but 
he fell to second due to earlier 
missed attempts. 
In the men's 3000 meters, Greg 
Fox, Jon Westerman, and Roger 
Bialous took third, fourth, and fifth 
place respectively. 
Puget Sound finished fourth over-
all in the combined team scoring. 
This week, the Loggers 
hope to actually play when they 
travel to the Central Washington 
Tournament in Selah, Washington. 
The Loggers open at noon against 
Central Washington on Saturday, 
and then face St. Martin's at 2:00 
and Western Washington at 4:00. 
The Pacific Northwest 
Athletic Conference season is 
looming on the horizon, and the 
conference appears to be wide 
open. Western Washington is 2-1 
on the season, while Central 
Washington sits at 2-2. St. Martin's 
is in their first season, and has not 
played yet this year. 
The Central Washington 
Tournament should provide a good 
preview of the PNWAC action in 
the weeks to come. 
At the Tn-Cities Sports Festival, 
Dirks was equally impressive in the 
800 meters. He once again tri-
umphed by less than a second, keep-
ing his record perfect for the 1995 
season in that event. 
Roger Bialous finished second in 
the 3000 meter steeplechase. His 
time of 9:36 easily beat the qualify-
ing mark for regionals at 9:45. 
Emily Kellman ran well once again, 
taking home the number two spot in 
the 5000 meters ma timeof 17:13. 
The men's and women's track 
squads will continue their 1995 cam-
paign this weekend when they take 
part in the Seattle Spring Break 
Open. The meet attracts many 
NAIA and NCAA schools from the 
area. The meet takes place in 
Edmonds on Saturday, and begins at 
10:00am. 
PLU City Championship 
Tournament opens '95 season 
Track takes fourth at PLU meet 
University of Puget Sound 
	 Tennis teams hit the road 
Women: 
	
1995 Tennis Results 	 for NCAA competition 
W\L Score 
Seattle University L 0-9 
Willamette University W 9-0 
Pacific Lutheran University L 1-8 
Linfield College - 	 L 2-7 
Pacific University W 7-2 
Lewis & Clark L 3-6 
Northwest Nazarene W 8-1 
Albertson College L 3-6 
Men: 
Pacific Lutheran University L 0-9 
Seattle University L 3-6 
Whitworth College W 5-4 
Linfield College W 7-2 
Willamette University W 8-1 
Lewis & Clark W 7-2 
BY JAY ARTHUR 
Staff Writer 
The Puget Sound men's tennis 
team is on the road this Saturday, 
March 25 at Portland State Univer -
sity. The NCAA Division II Vikings 
will be a good test for the Loggers, 
who are 4-2 on the young season. 
The Loggers originally were sched-
uled to play at Pacific University on 
Sunday, but the match had to be post-
poned. 
The Loggers defeated Lewis-
Clark College by a 7-2 margin on 
Friday, March 10, and have won four 
straight matches. 
The Puget Sound women were 2-
2 on their recent road trip over spring 
break, defeating Pacific University 
and Northwest Nazarene while drop-
ping matches at Lewis & Clark and 
Albertson's. The Logger women are 
idle until March 28 when they host 
Westmont Collee. 
Mari Hrebnar has been the Log-
gers' number one singles player and 
earned an 8-I victory in her match 
against Northwest Nazarene. Cassie 
Hughes won all four of her matches 
over spring break. - 
The two victories moved 
theLoggers record to 3-5 on the sea-
son, as the Logger women look to 
be gaining momentum for the Pa-
cific Northwest Athletic Conference 
season. 
The Logger men and women need 
a strong finish in thePNWAC in or-
der to advance to the NAIA Pacific 
Regional Tournament on April 28-
30 and a possible Nationa' Tourna-
ment berth. 
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Ahman Dlrks 
Junior 
Track & Field 
Ahman Dirks, a middle dis- 
tance runner for the University of 
Puget Sound Track and Field team L 
has been named the Puget Sound! 
Dande Trophy Company Athlete of 
the Week. L 
Dirks won the 800 meters at 
both the Pacific Lutheran University 
Invitational on Saturday, March 11, P 
and at the Tn-Cities Sports Festival 
in Richiand, Washington, last week- 
end. 
At the PLU meet, Dirks trailed 
Oscar Myre of Western Washington 
with under 200 meters remaining, 
;Tq' 
but put on a strong finish to win the 
race by less than one second in a ' 1 
time of 1:58.3 1. 
At the Tn-Cities meet, Dirks 
finished first in a tight contest, fin- 
ishing less than one second ahead of 
his nearest competition once again. 
Ahman's record in the 800 
meters remains perfect for the 1995 
season, as he has one all three meets 
he has entered. 
Thursday, March 23 
• Golf at City Championship, Cedars GC, 1 1:30am 
Friday, March 24 
Basebfl at Whitman College (DH), Walla Walla, 12:00pm 
Saturday, March 25 
• Crew vs. Seattle Pacific & Pacific Lutheran, Am. Lake 
• Track at Seattle Spring Break Open Meet, Edmonds, 10:00am 
• Baseball at Albertson College (DH), Caidwell ID, 1:00pm 
• Softball at Central Washington Tournament, Selah, 12:00pm 
• Men's Tennis at Portland State, Portland, TBA 
Sunday, March 26 
Baseball at Albertson College (DH), Caidwell ID, 1:00pm 
So Ll"ttle Time . 0 9 
So Many Courses... 
Consider Puget Sound's Summer Session 
Enjoy the smaller classes and the gorgeous campus. 
Experience a different mode of learning in the intense and 
concentrated six-week courses. 
Stay on track for graduation. 
Features 
V Courses in most departments. 
V Courses in key Core areas. 
V Prerequisite courses for classes offered next year. 
V Excellent Puget Sound facu1ty.  
V Twenty-five percent tuition reduction. 
Registration opens April 10. 
The Summer Bulletin was mailed to all students in March. 
TRAIL ADVERTISING 
It's Cheap and it Works. There. x3278 
^ILE 	 JPLtb & eaLeILJ' 
il OIJS E J4 9.Luique ¶Pitb &. 5011cring 'LiIacc 
2122 MikJicd Wcst - Nir,ows t'I.iz, - 1.iot,ii. WA 98166 • 565-9367 
NEED TRA CASH 
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& 
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WIN A CHANCE TO PLAY NO PURCHASE NECESSARY 
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7 p.m., Great Hall 
RSVP Now 
Therese Hightower in the Alumni Office at 756-3624 
The University of Puget Sound 
Student Alumni Committee and the Alumni Association 
is sponsoring this event to reunite members of the Class of 1996 
in hopes of building stronger class unity. 
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Tues., April 11 
	
AlllnIni Shl!rill 
	
6:30-8:30 p.m., Rotunda 
	
J(now!edge 	 This program is sponsored by University of Puget Sound 
FWIII The Univeisity of 
Puget Sound 
Alumni Association 
Collins Library makes 
disturbing comment 
A library is a fascinating representation of University character. 
It is the center of academics, yet also offers insight into the people 
and attitudes that exist on campus. An examination of the library should 
reveal both the academic atmosphere and student personalities of a 
school. With these qualities in mind, it is interesting to examine Collins 
Memorial Library. 
A typical Sunday night. 8 p.m. 
UPS students begin filing in the triple doors. Some trickle to the 
basement most stay on the first 
floor. The tables near the back 
I 	 windows fill; the lounge fills, 
e ci t 	 1 and the noise level steadily rises. The buzz of academic 
conversation? No. Generally 
discussions revolve around weekend activities, grading policy, work 
out schedules and the woes of relationships. 
CASE I: The study carrels. 
A diligent examination of study carrel graffiti reveals the follow-
ing ingenious remarks: 
—"BEER!" in large block letters etched in blackpermanent marker. 
(first floor, last carrel, next to the window) 
Perhaps this a protest of government tyranny. A cry for social 
change. A Eurocentric comment on American drinking laws. Or, per-
haps this is a disappointing student writing sample: simple syntax, 
little development and elementary school punctuation. 
The simplicity and moronic connotations are an embarrassing ex-
ample of potential student thought. 
—Student 1: "Why am I so alone?" 
Student 2: "Because you study on the third floor. Go downstairs." 
(thirdflqqr, left wing) 
Interesting advice. There's not much to discuss here, except the 
obvious support of the initial claim: the first floor as a social arena. 
—"I have a pussy for i-reakfast. I have a pussy for lunch. I have a 
pussy for dinner. So what's the difference? They're different pussys." 
(sic.) 
(Again, third floor.) 
This is offensive, tacky and immature. More importantly, one can-
not help wondering if these five sentences accurately reflect the 
author's views of sexuality. And considering that 50 percent of carrel 
graffiti is of similar nature: sexual reference with Hustler-like over-
tones, it is natural to feel concern for the motivation and attitudes 
such graffiti implies. 
CASE U: Weekends at the Library. 
In general, the library hours are extensive. On the surface sched-
ules would seem to encourage study regardless of time. The underly-
ing question is with the implications of weekend destitution. That is, 
Friday and Saturday nights empty at 5:00p.m. and locked it 8:00 p.m. 
It is rare even on Saturday afternoons to fmd more than five or ten 
students occupying the usually crowded first floor. Asking a librarian 
about the possible extension of weekend hours invoked a shocked 
response, "Well, simply no one would be here." Beneath the week-
day optimism lies an important realization: that students who might 
study on a Friday night are burdened with social ineptitude and that 
library attendance is forced rather than enjoyed. The weekend library 
atmosphere is a strong comment on the lack of honest dedication to 
serious academics at the University of Puget Sound. 
The library as a microcosm of our University presents obvious prob-
lems. Foremost, student apathy. Additionally, immature and embar-
rassing sentiment. Of course, these trends do not comment on every 
UPS student. They do, however, suggest the need for a real examina-
tion of academic intensity and general quality of thought and conver-
sation on this campus. 
More Letters... 
Genuine love of learning 
more honorable than aca- 
demIc sycophancy 
Dear Editor, 
This is a letter in response to the 
opinion expressed recently by a Trail 
writer, Andrea Meyer, concerning 
the Honors program, and its seem-
ingly taunting display of member-
ship rights and exclusivity. While 
this article was written with a fair 
amount of humor, some interesting 
questions were birthed. Is there a 
need for such a small group, which 
has constant and easy routes of com-
munication directly with its mem-
bers, to advertise its exclusivity 
among the non-members? Obvi-
ously, they have the right to adver-
tise whatever they want, but the ne-
cessity? This could come across as 
being rather juvenile, like a child 
taunting "Guess what I can do and 
you can't? Ha ha, neener neener." 
One must address what was the ac-
tual motivation for posting a sign, 
and it seems sort of improbable that 
the purpose was to parade or flaunt. 
Most likely, it was just a method of 
communication, to display to hon-
ors students who had perhaps missed 
the information and event which 
they may like to be a part of. Un-
doubtedly, there is some pride, se-
curity and perhaps elitism involved 
in being a part of an exclusive group. 
This is fairly obvious if some of the 
organizations and gregarious groups 
on campus are looked into in detail. 
Many people need the security 
which belonging brings, and revel in 
the detached pride of exclusivity. 
From the writer of the article 1 
feeling of being excluded was de-
tached. This can perhaps be over-
come if some things are addressed. 
How many of the students in the 
honors program are there because 
they love knowledge and are driven 
toward knowing as an end in and of 
itself? How many are there because 
their parents are pressuring the hell 
out of them to succeed in the aca-
demic environment? How many are 
there because they revel in the ac-
claim of being able to subtly slip in 
at a dinner table conversation, "Oh, 
I learned that in the Honor's pro-
grain?" (Neenerneener!) Isn't a split 
in academic rigor between the main 
community and the specialized com-
munity an admission of a lack within 
the main community? Do grades and 
scholastic performance give an in-
dication of intellectual curiousity 
and heartfelt interest or are they 
merely tokens of acclaim, feathers 
in one's cap of dull, academic con-
formity? 
I doubt whether many of the stu-
dents here or anywhere else would 
have much of an interest in the clas-
sics. With that in mind, uniformly 
instituting such courses would prob-
ably result in a lot of malcontent and 
confusion. (Jeez, I got to level 33 on 
Super Frog Boy and I've got to go 
study the 12 Herculean labors de-
manded by Hera. That really sucks. 
And90210 is on at nine!) Speaking 
from personal experience, the most 
interesting members of a classroom, 
and by far the most skilled conver-
sationalists are not those who dot 
their I's and cross their T's, do what  
they are told and thus maintain a tidy 
A+ record, but are the C+ students, 
those who really have a desire for 
substance and knowledge, but dis-
regard the format of appreval and the 
process by which grades are actu-
ally doled out: i.e., basically being 
in a jovial humor when around an 
instructor and a pathetic sycophant 
whenever in their office. Instructors 
have been encountered whose 
grades seem more of a personality 
evaluation than a summation of the 
course work a student has com-
pleted. The best students, those most 
aligned with 'The Good' are those 
who continue to discuss and won-
der about issues, probe not for a 
grade but for an answer, even after 
they have left the classroom, andes-
pecially when nobody else is watch-
ing. A self-motivated inquiry is most 
commendable. Above all, an educa-
tion is the responsibility of an indi-
vidual. While a skilled instructor 
may facilitate the understanding of 
difficult course work, he/she cannot 
instill interest or vigor into the minds 
of the students. If one fmds them-
selves unable to be a part of an "in-
tellectual community" for whatever 
reasons, be it the posturing, self-glo-
rification, or detachment from 'The 
Good', at their awaiting is the most 
beautiful of alternative resources, a 
place where a dialogue is not lim-
itedor tainted by an interpreter, but 
is directly possible with the teacher, 
no matter how ancient or recent they 
might be. Always remember the li-
braiy. 
Degrees, kudos, and acclaim are 
really nothing in the end. If one 
wants accounts of electric intellec-
tual lives lived outside the sphere of 
academic conformity and stagnancy, 
they should read Kerouac, 
Hemingway, Salinger, and countless 
others. God, don't feel crummy 
about not being a part of some to-
ken group. Just assess what the true 
nature of the group is, and perhaps 
after this evaluation, self-comfort 
and confidence in individualism can 
come about. 
Thank you, 
Justin Hamacher 
Blue Jeans Day's ambi-
guity sparks confusion 
Dear UPS, 
I am writing in response to Blue 
Jeans Day, specifically its ambigu-
ity. I have no problem with homo-
sexuals voicing their cause, but I 
question the way they have gone 
about it both Blue Jeans Day's pur-
pose and practice are too ambigu-
ous. 
All I can gather about Blue Jeans 
Day is that by wearing any type of 
blue denim on one's body one is sup-
porting either homosexuals, homo-
sexual rights, or both. Maybe I'm 
stupid, or just misinformed, but ei-
ther way, I am not clear about what 
the day is about. The strongest mes-
sage I've been given (via scattered 
signs and the Tattler) is the BiD is 
supporting homosexual equal rights. 
But equal rights is still not very clear. 
Does equal rights pertain to discrimi-
nation against gays in the workplace 
and such, or to gay marriages, gay 
couple's adoption of children, and 
other more controversial issues? 
What exactly is one supporting or 
not supporting during BJD? My 
other problem is with how support 
is given, by wearing blue jeans. Blue 
jeans are too normal. They don't 
stand out. It seems to me that if you 
are trying to make a statement, you 
would want something that is vis-
ible, something different. In essence, 
everybody who dresses normally is 
supporting whatever Blue Jeans day 
is supporting. Also, since blue jeans 
are so common, it's too easy for 
someone to habitually wear jeans, 
without even a thought as to what 
they happen to symbolize on that 
given day. It's too easy for someone 
to accidentally support something 
they didn't mean to, or really don't 
know that much about. While it is 
convenient for the supporter, it is an 
inconvenience to a denim lover who 
chooses not to support BJD. 
The reason this concerns me is 
becase a whole lot of mixed and un-
intentional messages could be send. 
Let's keep the messages clear. Next 
year, don't have Blue Jeans Day, 
have some other type of day with a 
clearer purpose that is expressed in 
a way that is clear, more visible, and 
less trapping. Life is confusing 
enough without making it even more 
so. 
Sincerely, 
Joshua Smith  
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Apathy more irritating 
than all homophobia 
letters 
O the :'  
editor 
Corporation for Public 
Broadcasting: "Big 
Brother' of the airwaves? 
Dear Editor, 
It has been said that the road to 
hell is paved with good intentions. 
I, for one, believe that sentiment has 
never been more true in America 
than it is today. Regarding the article 
concerning the "war" over public 
television printed in the March 3 is-
sue of the Trail, I am compelled to 
respond to some misguided and po-
tentially dangerous attitudes voiced 
by the editorial staff. 
Few would disagree that televi-
sion is one of the most (if not THE 
most) influential media ever devel-
oped in history. If that were not the 
case, corporations would save them-
selves billions of dollars in televi-
sion advertising every year. One 
commercial can be made, one pro-
gram can be filmed and it gets trans-
mitted to millions of little TX sets 
throughout the country, reaching an 
audience of over 260 million people. 
Television sells products. It gives us 
information. It influences our emo-
tion. It manipulates our actions 
sometimes overtly, and sometimes 
in ways so subtle we aren't even 
aware of them. It can be used for 
good, and it also can be used for bad. 
Television is an awesome, powerful 
tool. 
Our national economy is based on 
a concept called free enterprise 
which, simply put, allows private 
industry to operate under freely com-
petitive conditions with a minimum 
of governmental interference. Did 
you catch that last part?". . . mini-
mum of governmental interference!" 
Free enterprise is practiced in the 
realm of television programming, 
too. Private broadcasters risk them-
selves fmancially to create programs 
based on consumer demand. They 
then market the programs which are 
eitl.er kept or discarded based on 
thir marketing success, and reap the 
rewards or penalties accordingly. 
The Corporation for Public 
Broadcasting is a government 
subsidary which puts the federal 
government in the strategic position 
of determining which television pro-
grams will receive funding and 
which ones won't. Those who ap-
ply and receive funding are in the 
fabulous position of running a mini-
mum of financial risk AND having 
governmental endorsement. Those 
who are rejected are forced to re-
enter our cold, cruel, capitalist 
economy and fend for themselves. 
The type and quality of program-
ming (be it "NOVA," "the 770 
Club," "The Civil War," or "Barney 
the Dinosaur") is totally and com-
pletely inconsequential to this argu-
ment. The fact that any one political 
ideology (liberal, conservative, etc.) 
should have that much control over 
programming on a medium as pow-
erful and far-reaching as television 
is what makes those red flags go up  
for me. 
Some will fall back on worn-out 
defenses like, "Well, what's so sub-
versive about "Sesame Street?" I 
mean, come on! Man, you're really 
out on the paranoid edge on this 
one!" Let me offer a parallel. Lots 
of people don't know (or have for -
gotten) that at one time America 
never had such a thing as an income 
tax. The first limited wages tax was 
levied in 1861 to help fmance the 
Union in the Civil War. It was re-
pealed in 1871 because the govern-
ment still had enough respect for the 
will of the people. But government 
had bitten into the forbidden fruit 
and knew it could be done again. 
Because of free enterprise, money 
was abundant in America. 
In 1913, to satisfy its unquench-
able thirst for more money, the Six-
teenth Amendment to the Constitu-
tion was ratified, tapping the well 
and giving our government the 
power to levy taxes on incomes. At 
the time, American people would 
never submit to that much taxation. 
Well, where are we now? One hun-
dred and twenty five years since the 
first wages tax was repealed. And at 
the time, they said we would never 
stand for such taxation. 
Today, government demands a 
right to our hard-earned money. So 
you say it could never happen here. 
We would never let government get 
out of control with public television. 
I mean, c'mon, it's "Electric Com-
pany," GET SERIOUS! Well, I am 
serious. Do you think the influence 
of television in our lives is on the 
decline? Do you think that one day, 
they're just going to be out of style? 
Do you think an unfeeling monstros-
ity like our federal government is 
going to let well enough alone with 
"Reading Rainbow" when the power 
to reach millions is at its disposal? 
Remember the power the income tax 
gave them? The heat was turned up 
so slowly that no one even noticed. 
And there always was some grand 
intention which justified their ac-
tions. 
Quality programs like "Sesame 
Street" and "The Civil War" will al-
ways find homes in the private sec-
tor. If we, as the consumers, demand 
them, there is no question that they 
will continue. They don't need gov-
eminent funding. Let's stop this pub-
lic television disaster before good 
intentions lead us any further down 
that road to hell. 
Sincerely, 
Brad Beall 
Disgruntied dishwasher 
expresses outrage 
Hear Me Student Body of UPS! 
I aim here to express my disap-
pointment with the behavior of some 
of the people that attend the 
"Harvard of the West." When I first 
came here, I was expecting a certain 
class of individualswith a bit more 
respect for themselves and others 
than with most of the people I went 
to high school, nay PREschool with. 
My assumption was more wrong 
than the SUB's empanadas. 
I notice this foul lack of respect 
most frequently when I am at work. 
You see, I am one of the people who 
washes your dishes in the SUB. The 
job is hardly glamorous, in fact, it's 
BY LISA LUSERO 
Staff Writer 
One of the things I like about Blue 
Jeans Day is that if you don't sup-
port gay, lesbian, bisexual, and/or 
transgender rights, you must actively 
make that decision. This happens to 
be one of the things some people 
hate most about Blue Jeans Day be-
cause they live with the assumption 
that to be "anti-homosexuals" frees 
them from dealing with homosexu-
ality. These people get annoyed that 
on Blue Jeans Day we ask them to 
effect change in their wardrobe even 
if they do not support GLBT rights 
because they've decided that it isn't 
their issue. 
Most people do not have a prob-
lem with "ribbon campaigns" ask-
ing people to wear ribbons if they 
support a certain cause because it al-
lows the non-supporters to remain 
anonymous and blend painlessly into 
their status-quo environments. This 
is exactly the problem. This type of 
one-sidedness denies that there are 
at least two sides to everything, and 
it also denies that not supporting 
something is just as strong and im-
portant a statement as showing sup-
port. 
For some people Blue Jeans Day 
is frustrating because they honestly 
do not know how they feel about gay 
rights. It is easier to just not "wear a 
ribbon." It is easier to be non-
commital and avoid the issue (which 
doesn't effect my life anyway, 
right?). These issues are for people 
who are either gay or viciously op-
posed to homosexuality and I am 
neither, so I don't have to worry 
about it. Wrong. By preferring to 
"just not deal with it," you are mak- 
just downright crappy in general. 
The job doesn't pay much (though 
it does pay more than the one work-
ers' so ifyou get some attitude from 
them, don't take it personally.) And, 
as if it weren't enough, I get to deal 
with the school's stellar idiots. And 
it is to you whom I address the rest 
of this letter. 
First thing, how the hell do you 
people derive any humor from zip-
ping your sliverware through that 
hole as hard as you can? Do you 
honestly think that you are setting 
some sort of cool trend? Are you 
trying to impress some women? Or 
men? Is it even funnier if you hear 
somebody scream "MY EYES! 
I CAN'T SEE!"? Does that count 
double bonus points or something? 
I often fmd myself thinking, as I 
wash away on the pans, about how 
I've known pencils with a greater 
sense of humor than this. What do 
you people do on the weekends for 
fun? I bet you could tell me a few 
good cow-tipping stories, eh? 
This idiocy must stop! 
The same goes for people who throw 
their trays down the belt as hard as 
they can. This is not very funny. 
And to those people who think hack-
ing lugis (is that even a damned  
ing an extremely important decision. 
This choice is a dramatic reflection 
of what you value, a dramatic reflec-
tion of your values. 
Choosing not to choose in most 
cases says at least one of two things. 
Either, homosexuality is too weird 
and scary I don't want to think about 
it, or, it doesn't affect my life. 
These are what I consider the most 
dangerous decisions people make. I 
honor the decision of my opponent 
For some people 
Blue Jeans Day is 
frustrating because 
they honestly do 
not know how they 
feel about gay 
rights. 
much more than I do the decision of 
someone who decides not to decide 
because inactivity is easy, lazy and 
uncreative. 
Of course, Blue Jeans Day is not 
the perfect means by which we can 
get everyone to take a stand. I am 
sure there are many among "the un-
decided" who just happened to wear 
jeans because nothing else was 
clean, and just as many who hap-
pened to wear sweats, or slacks, or a 
skirt. Regardless, the underlying 
goal is to remind those whose lives 
are usually unaffected by homosexu-
ality that it is a matter to be reck-
oned with. 
Considering that most of the fifty 
states will soon be faced with ballot 
word?) on to your dishes before 
sending them down, all I can say is 
thank you for feeling so much bet-
ter about being me. At least I know 
things could always get worse. I 
could be living your meager exist-
ence, which is apparently devoid of 
any real purpose. 
So here's my fmal warning. if you 
are waiting in line for your serving 
of the Mexican Medley, and the door 
to the dishroom is kicked open by 
some crazed employee with a fork 
in his leg who starts mowing people 
down with a shoddily made Iraqi 
submachine gun, Ijust hope your last 
thoughts are that this is a disaster that 
could have been averted. 
A Disgruntled Dishwasher, 
Sean Auger 
Senators clarify Campus 
Music Network article 
Dear Editor, 
In response to the article, "Senate 
Cuts CMN Budget," we would like 
to explain the difference between a 
budget and a fmance request. All 
ASUPS budgets, including the CMN 
budget, are set in the spring. Finance  
initiatives regarding gay rights (if 
they haven't already) as voters the 
issue of homosexuality will not be 
something we can avoid. Unless of 
course you don't bother to vote, 
right? Again, wrong. By not voting 
you are casting a ballot which ulti-
mately reads, "My life is more im-
portant than the state of the union." 
What I am trying to convey here 
is that it matters. Everything you do 
matters. Everything you don't do 
matters just as much. So if nothing 
else, think about it and make sure 
that your actions convey things you 
want them to convey, and be aware 
of your inactions, too. 
If you think homosexuality is sim-
ply too weird and are embarrassed 
to even consider it, ask yourself what 
it means that a semi-ambiguous 
word can be so daunting. What are 
the mysterious connotations that 
word contains, and why do they 
make you squirm, or blush, or 
wretch? if you acknowledge that it 
is not the word that bothers you so 
much as the "act," find out what it is 
about the act that bothers you and 
why. And if you can even go so far 
as to admit you don't really know 
what it is that bothers you, go to the 
heart of the matter and meet some-
one gay. Because, really, it's not 
about a word, or an act, it's about 
people just like you. 
If you think it just doesn't effect 
your life... wait and see. 
And if you strongly believe that 
homsexuality is wrong and you are 
willing to stand by your convictions 
at every turn, then great! I'll meet 
you in the battlefields of life. 
But whatever you do—do some-
thing. And make it a conscious 
choice. 
requests can be made any time 
throughout the year. The CMN CD 
was a fmance request. Therefore, the 
title and article are inaccurate: the 
CMN budget was not cut. 
A finance request is made to the 
finance comminee. When the CMN 
request came before finance corn-
mittee, the decision was made to 
fund all but $500 of the $3000 re-
quest, in order to avoid a potential 
loss of student funds. At only five 
dollars a CD, selling 500 CD's 
would not go over the finance re-
quest. However, aftermuch discuss-
ing, Senate amended the finance 
committee's decision and funded'the 
extra $500, stipulating a CD price 
increase of one dollar; therefore, if 
all CD's are sold, CMN will break 
even. 
We are sorry if Mr. Best feels 
ASUPS is not looking out for CMN; 
however, we have a responsibility to 
look out for all students, not just 
hard-working musicians. if we do 
not worry about revenue and bud-
gets, then who will? Certainly not 
someone who cannot balance a fi-
nance request. 
Cabrelle Abel, Senator 
Scot Duffield, Senator 
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ASUPS Lectures Presents 	 co >< 
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BYLLYE AVERY 
U) 
"Violence As Health Issue" 
President of the National Black Women's Health Project since its inception 
in 1981. She has been a women's health care activist for twenty years and 
Cz in 1989 received the MacArthur Foundation Fellowship for Social Contri-
bution and the Essence award for community service. 
Cz March 27th, 1995 
-0 
_0 8pm in the Rotunda 
Free with UPS ID 
Presented by ASUPS Lectures in conjunction with the B.S.U. 
and the Women Studies Program 
Everyone here at ASUPS would like to thank Annamarie 
Ausnes for everything she has done for us. A person 
can be assured of being greeted by a smiling face and a 
sunny disposition when they walk into SUB 210. 
Annamarie and her perpetually-stocked candy jar will 
make the transition between administrations a smooth 
Thanks for everything. 
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'"Tot MASPf Is THE Bisi AcItoN - 
COMEDY Of THE SUMMER!" 
-•''9. 
"'IHE MK' s THE SUPER 
HERO Of THE '90'5!" 
S4UJI 4W 
MASK' Is AMAlfl4t,!" 
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FROM ZERO TO HERO 
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This Week at Campus Films 
THE MA wS K 
FrI &Sat at700and900pm, 
Sunday at 6 00 and 8 30 p m 
Mc003 
A Quick*cap 
Feeling lost? Overwhelmed? Are there 6-10 TNTs on your front porch waiting to be 
recycled? 	
Don't fret! 
While you spent last week completely detached from the outside world, we here at the 
Combat Zone have kept a keen eye on current events. Here's a condensed (and heavily 
salted) version of last week's noteworthy occurences: 
The 1995 Men's and Women's NCAA Division I Basketball Tournaments started. 
In men's action, America's sweetheart team, the Refugees of Florida International University, 
was quickly ousted by UCLA. In women's action, well, uhh ... no one sincerely cares. Except 
for that one lady who can dunk. Other than that, it's all ratball. 
Alter a taping of "The Jenny Jones Show," one guest shot and killed another guest. 
During a taping of "The Richard Bey Show," a woman in the audience referred to a scantily-
clad female guest as "a metaphor for the decline of Western Civilization." And, once again, 
"Geraldo" had as his guests those gorgeous ladies of wrestling, better known as G.L.O.W. 
President Clinton announced a new nominee for the position of Surgeon General: 
Jack Klugman, formerly TV's "Quincy, M.D." 
Mike Tyson was released from prison. What did he do first? Sampled Taco Bell's 
new Border Lights, of course. 
The Space Shuttle Endeavor returned to Earth after a recordbreaking 16 days in 
orbit. "We would've returned earlier," said Capt. Aaron Grey, "but the green beer [Lt. Ber-
nard] Monrovia smuggled on board just kept flowing." 
In an interview with Connie Chung, Newt Gingrich's lesbian half-sister revealed 
that Newt had the hots for Elizabeth Dole, wile of Senate Majority Leader Bob Dole. When 
asked to comment, Dole said, "Let Gingrich have her. She's dead in bed." 
The billionth copy of Michael Jackson's "Thriller" was purchased by a 13-year-old 
boy in Ventura, CA. In a related story, rapper Young M.C., best known for his one-hit won-
der, "Bust A Move," was spotted selling previously-viewed pornos at a swap meet in Moreno 
Valley, CA. 
Western Washington voters decided last Tuesday that light rail service to and from 
downtown Seattle was not necessary. "No mass transit for me," said one Gig Harbor resident. 
"My Lexus is costing me $800 in insurance and lease payments alone. If I'm paying that 
much, damn it, I'm gonna drive that car every chance I get." 
English professor Bill Lime, who recently announced his resignation, said Friday he 
had accepted an offer to teach at Brigham Young University in Provo, UT. "Diversity," Lime 
said, "is the first word that comes to mind when I think BYU. And what better place to teach 
African American literature than in Utah. You've heard of the Utah Jazz, right? Need I say 
more?" 
Members of the UPS Honors Program returned from an all-expenses-paid tour of 
Papua New Guinea late Sunday evening via Boeing's new 777 commerical jetliner. "The 
direct flight from Port Moresby was a bit on the lengthy side," said freshman Ralston W. 
Knickerbocker IV. "But I must say, the London Broil was to die for. Bravo, Boeing! Our 
dearest benefactor!" 
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The Comh.tt lone is tnk'rd as a s,itirn .i work and, as 
such, 
 
has been set oil ini the rest of this ;Qp'r.  
Resenihkam es to any pt:rm, place or hau'lc l'eIe7 
withnut satirical intent are strictly coincident5il. 
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